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INTRODUCTION
Washington Irving, America’s first internationally known writer, is
remembered and enjo3red for his tales and essays. Every American by the
time he has finished secondary school has a nodding acquaintance with him,
and some are even intimate friends, for the Knickerbocker History with its
homely philosophy, its subtle humor, and its leisurely charm remains
popular even today. Rip Van Winkle, the henpecked husband, still arouses
the amused chuckles and sympathy of modem America. The familiar essays
treating of England and America by the gentleman of Tarrytown are still
enjoyed by old and young edike, but few people realize that Irving is
rightfully one of the foremost biographers of the nineteenth century.
There is a point in the time of every successful man when he will
be weighed and measured by another reading generation in the light of other
points of view. It is perhaps worthwhile for our biography-conscious age
to consider the work of a leading biographer in an era so important to
America's literary development. There are the weighty historical lives of
his heroes—Washington, Columbus, and the companions of the Admiral; the
warm literary biography of Oliver Goldsmith, himself so much like Irving;
treated
the sympathetically^thumbnail sketches of minor characters in major works;
and the biographical essays of men and women in the nineteenth century
news, some of which were published in Irving's monthly, the Analectic
MoiTouarj^nm
V . V
ei nwofoi Jeii:! e'£oi*i»iitfi ,jifLhnI noJgnirisBW
arf.! ^cf n£>cl‘ioin*\ '>i^avc , bnB aid 'lol b©\o^n® bii£ baiacknojiisi
jfoid riJX;^ »on&;i£ii^upo& gniobon & zbA Xoodoe '(j'Tflbnooae badeinil 8«ri »ri ©rajt?
edi rfdivc i^o<ialH
-j9?Iaodi3.>ioxn}t ©dd 4ebn92*il ©dxaiJni nev© 9^J5 ©raos fariB
er:ifiiii9*i im£do x;Iauuei©I p.di bns ^'larsjd sUdis^ adl ,'^riqoaoliriq xl^tuoii
e©ei;oT£ Ilida ^bnsciauri fcaiJo&qnari ©dd ^©ijinlW nuM qlH .\Bbod nev© iBlifqoc^
e^ciJBa© ’iBilxmBl ©riT .BoxiaaiA xndbc«u Tjd^jBqxritB bns eftijjourio bee^nuj ©rii
, Ilxda ©^ rcwcd^nsT l:o iTAra©Idn©3 BOliewA bne tfiBlgnS gnxdBaid
8i gnxv'ii dBrid ©sxXBy*i olqoaq wel Jtrd ,©jIi,lB g;iuoi{; bns bio ijd b©"^o(,n©
.\TUJn©o ridn©©d-©nln edd 8^©riqB1soxd JeodSTol ©dd to ©no y.IXuldrigXT
IIxw ©d n«riw ftfifli Ijj'iaestoovs lo sinid ©rid ni dnioq s si onsriT
isrido lo drigxi ©dd ni noxdBisiieg gnibcsT isridonB ^d b9*xi;8 J3 ©flT dob bedgJtew ©d
agfi sx/oxcenoo-Y^^qB'igoid 7Uo ^ol ©Xbdwridiow eqxriTsq ai dl ,w©xv lo elnicq
od dned-roq/nX oe e-c© ns :iJ: 'I©riqiJ^3oid snXbBsX x; lo ?(iov.' ©rid ’rabianoo od
lo 39vXX iBoXiodelri 'v^drigx&w ©rid ©ts ©i©riT . dKJi:qoX©vob ^iSTadiX s’aox'xsmA
©rid ^XBrrxml)A ©rid lo snoxnxqmoo ©rfd brus .eudraoXoO ^nodgnxdeaW-—-Beoisri axd
jgnlv7l sjixX down; oe IXeeinxri ^ridXirrefaXot) levXXO lo ^lJB^^dxX btiew
beiaa-id
;8^'iow TOtBfij ni aiadoxTiX-do lonim lo eadovtejie IxxcdiiXfrid^^ci-i^oxdsridKqLB^e ©dd
iCmdnoo rldnsedsnin arid nx naciow bns nsm lo 8xx>8es Xfioxriqfi^igoxd ©rid bne
oxdo©Xj?nA ©rid ^xXridnom e’gnx'nl ni barielldwq ©law rioiriw lo ©i'noe ,ew©n
ii
Magazine . Such an appraisal of Irving, the biographer, need not include
the lesser-knowi Captain Bonneville
.
since Irving merely helped in
editing the work of the captain himself.
A critical look at biography's best-sellers one hmdred years ago
may show a difference in the literary standards of two ages with the
result that one may Judge their author on the bases of his ability to
portray the truth, to use his materials in a scholarly fashion, and to
delineate character sympathetically against a background made familiar.
Such a look at Irving's biographies may result in a clarification of our
own requirements of biography in a day when that form of writing is
quickly becoming an extremely popular choice among modem readers.
ebifloxu cton bsbfl ^todqBisoxd en'sJ ^gnivnl lo iBsiBiqqB fi£ rioi/B . 9rJ.s&'\:p'A
fti beqiafi '^XeTeai gnlVTcI sonic . sJ [ivsnnoS rtxBicffiO ftKonM—'iosBsX or!d
.“iXseiiiid nieiqBO srii lo jiiow arid gnidxba
03B eixs^ bsibiuiri ano BisXXoa-desd e ’^jriqeisoxd d£ jsOoX Xsoxdiio A
arid riixw asjifi owd lo a/nabtiB^s •^iB'isdxI erld ni sonsielljL) e worfs
oJ xdxXxdB sxri lo sesBri arid no loridi/s ixsrid eabwi, >t£.m sno dfirid dXnesT
od bnB jnoXrieBl x^-ii^Xorioe. & at sXBiisdfim axri asu od ^ridnid orid ’(^jEndTCx^
obam baircnsiloBd £ danjUsB isdOBinrio odBenxXab
1U0 lo noidfioilxnBXo b iix dlwasi \biu aoiriqBiso^cl ^
si jjaidiw Ic inol dBriJ lisrfw ’^x-b b nx ^riq£iso-^<^ edn5>ina'iXiips'i nv/o
«ansbj6S'x msboxB gnotiiB ooiorio iBXijqoq ^Xscrsidxs rue g^nlmoo^ao y;X?loit.'p
CHAPTER I
LIFE AND VOYAGES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
By 1826 Washington Irving had made a name for himself with his
essays and tales. The Knickerbocker History had been published and
eagerly sought by readers on both sides of the Atlantic. At last Sydney
Smith’s question, ’’Who reads an American book?", had been answered by this
popular, sympathetic, and extremely modest New York author. However,
Irving felt that perhaps the lack of deep seriousness, of studious en-
deavor in his stories was causing the public to view him as a 3d.ght, not
too intelligent, writer. He felt that to add the stamp of dignity to his
already popular works, his own reputation would be more worthwhile and
lasting. So, when it was suggested by Alexander Everett, United States
Minister at Madrid, that he translate into English the works of Don Martin
Fernandez de Navarrete, he eagerly grasped the opportunity. As he wrote in
the Preface of his own biography of Columbus:
Soon after my arrival Madrid]
,
the publication of M. Navarrete
made its appearance. I found it to contain many documents, hitherto
unknown, which threw additional lights on the discovery of the New
World; and which reflected the greatest credit on the industry and
activity of the learned editor. Still the whole presented rather a
mass of rich materials for history, than a history itself. And in-
valuable as such stores may be to the laborious inquirer, the sight of
disconnected papers and official documents is apt to be repulsive to
the general reader, who seeks for clear and continued narrative. These
circumstances made me hesitate in my proposed undertaking; yet the
subject was of so interesting and national a kind, that I could not
rI Ho1'4AH0
auai'lUiOO 'iO adDAYOV Cli/I a*iLi
eld dii>/ l.Cesiairi lol b ©bBjn bed noJanirisaW dS8X ts8
\,
biub Jbfldaildfx/q nefed bsti ~y;TodglH 1
9
X0 od^i t>?io irJI gril .aalBi tar. er^ces
^enb\;8 dsfiX .otXnsXXA arl^ lo 3abXe riJod no STsfJcai \d Jrfai/OB
eidj^ Xd beiewenB need tad ,"?>lood ncox'iem na abef*'r Oifutf” ,notdf?e0p a'diimS
./levswoH .*xodd0B j^ioI weM ctsefaooi xX9n'.9'i«txe brus , oicraddaqflixe ,*xaIjjqoq
-ns 8i;olb0d 8 lo ,88»^I8aoX^&8 qseb lo jloni arid .^qariisq darij dlsl gnlvil
ion .irfslX fi 8fi mid welv oi oildvq odi gnieuaD aaw oet'sode eLi ni lovceb
3xri oi "io qinBis s>di tb& oi isdi ilel 9ti .•I9ix^w
,
^n^j^^ilXadnX ooi
bns alidwriincn/ ©ion sd blnow noxdsduqa'r nwo eiri ^ajlia*. iBluqoq
88dBda bedxnU ^ddanevS •isbru&xsiA xd bsieo^^e asw il aedw ,o2 ,§,nt^aal
niJneM noG lo 3>1t:ow 9ri.j rictljind o^fiX eiaXartfiid eri derii ^btTbBM is ^^deX^iM
ni eiortw eri sA .xdxawi'xoqqo ©rlX baqaaig ,sd9ViavBPI eb sebnamol
:8udBu/IoO lo '\0qB*isoxd nwo exii lo ©oalsTi srii
(A •'*’-*
ei»iiBV£H .M lo noxJj60iidi;q- ©rii
,
(bldbr-H i.Q tavlTTS x® fiooS
oXiofldtii ,8dnax'X/oob nh^inoo'^oi it bnsjol I . oonBTiBaqqii Bit ©osm
wttiri eriJ 16 x'lsvaoail eri^ no eJtlgxi ianoXixbba wanrlcr riairfw , rDrf.jniUnw
boB no dxbsno deB-tsoi^ ©d^ baioeXlsi rioXdw xna jbXnow
a i9rii£i hsdnap.anq sXoirfw add XXX«to .Todxbs baxnaeX t»rio lo X'^Xvldoa
-ru tr*A .IXoQjX ,x**<3dBXri "iol eL&inodrm doii lo eefiu
lo drislc ©rid ,’tarihspnl ax'diodaX add od oa eaiods doae as eXdsxiXsv
od ©vteXuqo'j ed od iq& aX ninBmuoob Xxxyxllo bna anaqaq bodoonnooplb
eerriT .o/iianifn bemTidrioo bnn nBeX© lol 85<9X>e oriv ,i©bfio*i add
©rid d©x <:ifii?itd'i9£-nLr.’ bsaoqoiq \ja iit edsiXairi oti ©cax' eaonedeuttfo iXo
don bXnoo I dsrfd ,fcwJ:7j & Xanotifin bnr. ^nidcfnodnx oe lo asw doB^olra
. i i
2willingly abandon it. . .
Irving checked the documents, manuscripts, letters, and journals
and decided that ”a history, faithfully digested from these various
materials, was a desideration in literature, and would be a more satis-
factory occupation to myself, and a more acceptable work to my
2
country. ..."
On his arriving at Madrid, Irving was granted great facilities for
undertaking the work. He was a guest of the American Consul, 0. Rich, one
of the best bibliographers in Europe, specializing in documents relative to
the early history of America, and having the best collection extant of
Spanish colonial history. Mr. Rich put the library at the absolute command
of Irving; it was here that the author got his major sources. Both the
Royal Library at Madrid and the library of the Jesuits' College of San
Isidro were opened to him. Considerable assistance was given by Navarrete
himself. Irving was also allowed by the Duke of Veraguas, descendant and
representative of Columbus, to inspect the archives of the family.
The Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus was published after a
delay caused by his anxiety to secure complete accuracy, in 1B2B, amid the
author's feelings that it was doomed to failure. Several editions were
published before he was qxiite satisfied. The work appeared in eighteen
\fashington Irving, Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus
(New York: G. P. Putnam and Company, 1853), Vol. I, Preface, p. xiii.
Ibid
, p. xiv.
s. , .^x nobneds xXjjnilliw
aXsmuot, fcftJG je-te^vtel ,eJqi'ioeumai , ain»nuj,oob orii be»>io9rio gnivil
auoi'iBv saerid’ racn't bsdasgxb ^^cdeiri b’* dfirid bobloeb bnB
-sidBB dioiu £ 9cJ jbix'ow tnr,
^
snjj-dB't©di_i al noidsi&b.teab b sbw ,ai£x*i9»tsjn
, 'ius od,?Iaw aidBiqeooB 9*xoai b bne. ,'iXoS'v^n oi iioldEqjJooo
c
' ”... ,y;;rdcivoo
lol aaidilXoBl dB»'ia bsdfiBia sbw ^nx'rtl ^bl'ibsM dB ytlvinfi cJtri nO
©no ^rioifi .0 jlua.ioO neoxisatA arid lo deei;:^, 8 eaw »K ,'Jiiow ©dd gnxjiBvHsbru;
od ovidBlai ednairujooi) ni gnli2iX6io©qe j8qcnuS rd. s^9^iqB^aolXdxd dawd erid Xo
lo jrtBdxs acidoelloo deed ©rid ^nxvBd bnu ,sox*:9«A Xo \iod3Xfi zi'iBB arid
om^xaoo aduloada arid da ©rid dx/q rioifl^ .rtM .\nodeiri Xainoioo riainsqS
arid ridod .saowca lotfifn sxri dew loriduc ©rid dtrid eian 3bw di jgnxvil lo
nfio 'io ©aellob ‘adxjje©!. ©rid ’io ^na-rdil arid farts falifaBM ds x^Bidixi Xu^coH
sdeTiBVBW "^d n&vla eonsdeXses eXdBiafaXanoO .RsXri od fae;isqo ©*x©w oifaXsI
fans JfusfanaoQsb
,
8£U3B'i©V lo sjIjjC srid i<;d bowofXs oaXs cbti* aoiv'il .IXsaxnxri
.•^XxffliBl ©rid lo aovirio'is ©rid dowqanx od ^eudirtrXoO lo evldsdnoBS'xqoi
h 'iSdlx- fa©ri«XIdifq u£w e;^d.T,t;XoO 'l eriqodsX'triO lo sar-sYoV bftf. ©IxJ eriT
©rid bXnis ,8S<1X nX ^^obiuoob ©dalqjrroo ©luoes od \;d©i*/n£ sXri \;d faaewso x^Xst
oiaw anoXdXfa© Xf.tov&c. .©nwIXiil od fasaoofa ajBv dX dsrid eatuXsal 8‘^oridus
aesdriaX© ril osruteqqB sirtow ©riT .baXlaXdBS ©dXxrp gbw ©ri crrolsd faarisXIdjq
audtfUJioO larsqodeX-iriO lo se^x>7.oV boB elxJ ,aniirtl nodaniriax/zr
.Xxix
.q .©OBlsrri! ^1 .XoV ^(.C^SX XjjRb Jisnii/'l .<5 ,0 :;irToY
S
.vir.
.q . bXdl
/
7
'
r
3books, starting vrith the birth and parentage of Columbus, taking him step
by step and detail by detail through his wanderings, triumphs, disgraces,
and trials to his death. The facts are there; very little has been found
to be criticized with regard to authenticity of fact; but some critics
feel that the story is much too romantic for a biography, Irving, being
Irving, was as much interested in the Spanish Court, the pageantry of the
Moorish War, and the Paradise of the New World, as in straight bare facts
of history. Therefore, we fortunately have a readable, charming account
of the great Admiral, The qualities that made Irving a great character-
builder in fiction enabled hi^ to interpret realistically the characteristic
of these early explorers and adventurers. The work itself is well
illustrated with its maps and charts, copies of originals by Irving, and
explanations of historical places. Footnotes in which T, S, Heneken,
Esquire, tells what each place in the West Indies is like at the time of
publication add interest to the story. Important people who are mentioned
are later explained in the appendix, so that there are many pages of Short
biographical sketches. Suppositions are usually verified or disqualified.
In one instance, after checking as completely as possible all information
about Columbus and running against a blank wall in regard to his early
life, he says the son of Columbus, who could have cleared it, ”, , , has
left it in obscurity, and has now and then perplexed us with cross lights;
perhaps unwilling, from a principle of mistaken pride, to reveal the
indigence and obscurity from which his father so gloriously emerged.”^
}
3 Ibid ,. Vol, I, p, 29
qoia Birl ^eudfouIoO lo s^ed-nti'raq bns rflaid odd riilw Hflxi'iaJe ,aMood
^39oa'X3GxJb ^ariquu/xii ^a^nl-x^brxBv airi ri3Juo^;id• Xiedab \6 liaXsb triB qoJe
bnuo*! ' naad eari alddxl sib adosl aiil .rliBeb exri ot elaxTd br®
f<
'
I
Qoiiiio Dsaoe Jud ;Jo&2 1o ^^dioidn&dd’ws bTra^^aT ridxw basxoxJino ad oJ
3fiX9d ,3fu:vil .\;riqs'igold b lo'i oijnfifficn ood rioi/a el vqois grid dBrid lael
©rid lo x’^jns»3^q arid ^chtuoO riexnaqS grid ni badaoxednx riox'® ax axw
adOB'i 9*i£d d^i3X6^d3 nx ax ^bXioW wgy] ©rid lo seibB'XBS arid buB ,*xbW risi'yooM
dnuoooB gnianiirio ^oldabaei b ©vari TiXsdB.aud'tol ©w ^e*Icil9^9riT .xTodairi lo
-'ladoB’isri© dBoig b gnjtv'il siDBJi dxrid ©©xdiXBjup sriT . IsiiiabA dasis ©ild lo
aoxdaiiadOBiBrio ©rid d6i<iX0dfii od ^iiri beXdan© noidoXl nx isbXind
* iXow ex IXaedi ?^^ow ©dT , 8i©ix;dn9vJbB boB a'xanoiqxo easrid lo
brjB j3nxv*ii \;d eXBnx3l*io lo asxqoo ^adiBiio bn£ aqfiin edi ddlw bsdsidonXXX
^ns>Isn©H .8 .T rioiriw nx aadondoo'? .aeoalq Xxox'iodaxri lo edoidjiriBiqxs
lo ©ntid ©dd d£ ©jliX ax aelbnl dasW orid nx ©oaXq" rfox© dBrfw eXXod ^sixupad
i*
banox.tnsci ens oriw 9lqo©q daxonovtinl •x'ldda ©ri>7 od deaisdnx bbs noXdfioXid’xq
dnori^ lo ae^Bq 'iOBsi ©tb ©i&rid darid op ,>J;bn9qq£ ©rid fix beniBXqx© nsdeX ©na '
.fcsxliXBopaJLb *10 beXliiav T^Uxiicn ©*ib anoidxaoqqnJ .asriodsjia Xj^oLriqs'igoid
N'/ ' noidBi-riolitt XIb ©XaXeeo^ eo vXedoXqiEoo 3b sniriosrio ledla ,©onBda.r:x ©no nl
’
’i;X*iB» axri od irxBgo'i ni XXbv' >iriBXd b danXegfi ^ninnin bne andflUfXoO di/oda
£Bri .
.
^di DanBeXo ©vari bXxroD oriw ,8udfrxfXo3 lo noc ©rid ax^a ©fi ,©lxX
;edri3xX eaono rtdxw an bexsXqnaq n©rid bna won sari bna ^\^dX•rn^>ado nx dX dlaX
’ orid Ibq^v'i od ,©bx'iq no>lBd©i:in lo ©XqxonX'iq b nronl ,arri[XJrrfnn aqflriisq
^’'.beaiome i^XanoiioXa oe nsridBl axri doiriw monl i^dxxuDado bn© ©onsaXbnx
,9S
.q ,I .XoV .
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4It is interesting to note that during his research, Irving found in
j
an old Latin manuscript marginal notations that he proved beyond a doubt to i
i
have been written by Columbus himself.
j
Washington Irving's Journal explains the conflicting feelings he
held toward his first long biography. He is on^ one occasion doubtful of
the reception of his work;
I have lost confidence in the favorable disposition of my countrymen
and look forward to cold scrutiny and stem criticism, and this is a
line of writing in which I have not hitherto ascertained my own power.
j
Could I afford it, I should like to write, and to lay my writings aside
j
when finished. There is an independent delight in study and in the
j
creative exercise of the pen, we live in a world of dreams, but publi-
|
cation lets in the noisy rabble of the world, and there is an end of i
our dreaming.^
Another excerpt, dated December 30, 1826, states:
Columbus
—
go out—return home and write a little, but sleepy and go
to bed—and so ends the year 1826, which has been a year of the hardest
application and toil of the pen I have ever passed, I feel more satis-
fied, however, with the manner in which I have passed it than I have
been with that of gayer years, and close this year of my life in better
humor with myself than I have often done.^ '
!
In his last notation in the Journal for the year 1828, he says, ”... The 1
literary success of the History of Columbus has been greater than I
anticipated and gives me hopes that I have executed something vriiich may have '
I
greater duration than I anticipate for my works of mere imagination . So
often an author cannot rightly judge his works. It is today his "works of
^ Pierre M. Irving, Life and Letters of Washington Irving (New York:
G. P. Putnam, 1862), Vol. II, p.“^0.
I
I
5 Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 254
^ Ibid *. Vol. II, p. 363
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5mere imagination" not his serious biographies that are of "greater
duration".
Irving was severely criticized at one time for not giving sufficient
credit to Navarrete for the aid derived from his collections of documents,
ftJ
To vindicate himself, Irving published what Navarrete said of the sork.
Otherwise, as he said, nothing could have induced him to publish such
laudatory remarks. In the introduction of his third volume of Collections
of Spanish Voyages
.
Navarrete cites testimonies of the usefulness of his
work to the republic of letters. He writes:
A signal proof of this is just given us by Mr. Washington Irving in
the History of the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus which he
has published with a success as general as it is well merited. We said
in our introduction that we did not propose to write the history of the
admiral, but to publish notes and materials that it might be written
with veracity; and it is fortunate that the first person to profit by
them, should be a literaoy man, judicious and erudite, already known in
his own country and in Europe by other works of merit. Resident in
Madrid, exempt from the rivalries that have influenced some European
natives with respect to Columbus and his discoveries; having an oppor-
tunity to examine excellent books and precious manuscripts; to converse
with persons instructed in these matters, and having always at hand the
authentic documents which we have just published, he had been enabled
to give his history that fullness, impartiality and exactness, which
make it much superior to those of the writers who preceded him. To
this he adds his regular method, and convenient distribution; his style
animated, pure and elegant; the notice of various personages who
mingled in the concern of Columbus; and in examination of various
questions, in which always shine sound criticism, erudition, and good
taste.
This praise was especially gratifying to Irving, to a modest Irving who
would not have called attention to it xmless he had felt it absolutely
necessary to clear up a question of ethics.
n Washington Irving, op. cit., Vol. I, Preface, p, xvii
5lo Beiikj>ij^oxd auoinse alxi -on ' noiHniii&mi a^ox
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ineiorni/a s^^xvxg Son noJ. bno Jxi besxo.i,^i'io '^Is'isvee zbm '^ntril
^aSnsvdSOo'p lo en^ti^oaXIoo &L^ aio-xl bt^viiQb Dxs 9/1 J sd^at.LVsM oc^ jlBhno
,'A'r 'f. edS It. bxjsa &i9i'iov6i/I b&risxldi/q anxv'/I ^lioa/jiiri sjjBoxbnlv ol
riot/e rtexlduq os ai/i Lsoxfbnx ©vjsri bljjoo ^nlriio/i ^bisa &rf s£ ,9aiw'ie.1;t0
enoxJoalloO lo srrarXcrv» imirii aid lo noxdot/boi^ni; erij nX . e-yiiBxasi \noi£ti/jbI
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^ixofiev diiw
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6Irving carried over from his popular tales the ability to portray
vividly and humanly the people in his Life and Voyages of Christopher
Columbia, Columbus's character is done very well; he is treated somewhat
romantically, but it takes a romanticist to understand the dreams and
visions of a man who had been ignored, insulted, and snubbed for years
before he was given a chance to prove his plan. The author himself states
that in order to \inderstand the character of Columbus one must know his
thoughts, his fancies, his reasons. There must be detailed accounts of the
lands he traveled, the seas he sailed. The new wonders must be given
ample description in order to know that dreamer, that visionary, Columbus,
In the beginning of his Life
.
Irving says of his hero:
He was^one of those men of strong, natural genius, who from having
to content at their very outset with privations and impediments, acquire
an intrepidity in encountering and a facility in vanquishing
difficulties, throughout their carreers. Such men learn to effect great
purposes with small means, supplying their deficiency by the resources
of their own energy and invention. This, from his earliest commencement
throughout the whole of his life, was one of the remarkable features in
the history of Colxunbus, In every undertaking, the scantiness and
apparent insufficiency of his means enhance the grandeur of his
achievements
,
Without a doubt the admiration and reverence Irving had for the brave
Admiral is shown in the treatment of the entire life. Little do we find
wrong in the characters of his heroes; if there is something not quite
right, Irving seeks excuses. In one instance, he refers to Columbus's
allowing queen for her attitude
against itj and seeks to justify the fault by saying:
8
Ibid .. Vol. I, p. 27
IW
d
'Cei'iJ^ioq od X’^iXlde s»L^J -uili/qoq siri moql Tcavo bei-nao gniVTl
^^riqojei'iriO 'io aasay^oV bg;: o^liJ axri nx slqoec a»rii vXncinixri cob '^IbXviv
Jxjrfv<'j;noc ci ©ri jllaw •^^ov onob ax isdoB-istio a ' suoiuixXoO . eiKiflixIop
tcB aflieeib ©iiq bct-iJz’iebnjj oJ JeloxiAfi/noi a 3»>Lb^ di dud ^'’c£l&oldnsao'i
'lo'i b&ddufie bfui ,tejXi»a-ii: ^bsToii^tX iioorf bad orfw iisixT a lo exioicxv
eod’aie XleexrXrf loridirs ©riT .nslq exri avoiq eoiiario a navig afiw ed ©rtolad
cxfi won/t daxAi exio audjcaxIoO lo &dd b. sdziebmj od idi/io nx
\
ed^ '10 BdiVJcoo& bslLidsb »d dzum oierii .enoacsi axri .ooionfl aid
nbvX^ 3d dtiJUBi exetnow ts'axj orfi’ .beixae ea aaeo arid ^baXovaad od eboBi
f
.GudirajXoO dadd ^aojxs'ib ,Jadd- von>l od aairro nl noXdqiaoeob sXqafta
:cn:9ri eid lo 8\.«e gaivn:!
.
elxa eXd rjftxnnxaed erid nl
“inivxri do'll o£iw ^eaxixaa Xeiodan lo noai ©ecdd lo ano^asw ©H
oiXi/pos ,8dn©fiiiJnt«q{ttj; bnjg snciJ'fivx^q ddX\i dQBdvo x^qx 'lieiid da dn^dnoo od
iHil:Ielijp£rBv ni £ brut ^ai*i9Jnt'a©n© iii Tc^ibjfcqoi-Jni as
;Tc;©'ne od m.iol aata dcuZ .nabiiao 'lioiid di« :n':uicririd ^B©X^Xij»xllXjb
Bsoixtuea'i orii i(;d x^aaxyxlaq aiadd i^nJb^Xqqjua ^zmoa: XlMaa ddiw seeciq’iAjq
dn&uie:)tr9m(oo JaalXuBe ajal dOTcl
,
airfl .ncJLdrtuvaX hrui \;jii©na fiwo iXedd lo
ni eoTif^Bol ©Xdx>in£vfiM..'i ©rid lo xao ;i£w ,ol.iX aid lo ©lodw ©rid diicdyio’jrfd
j|; vaa se^aidneoe ©rid j’^rri^indneibfUL/ ^leva nX .ei/JiatrXcO lo \,aodaxxl ©rid
j
aid lo 'TiJobtJiX^ ©rid oonadne axiBoai eid lo ijorieioXlluani dn©7£qqs
^
. e dnaiayVOId©fi
ovtoicf ©rid *iol bsd ^atvrU ©nae'isvsn bns iioid£*tliT,ba ©rid ddnob s dnoridiVi
bail ©w oL) ©Xddii ,eliX ©lidno ©rid lo dneir-dAioad arid xxx iworle eX IbaidbA
odlvp don Sinxxids.'aoe ei siorfd 11 jesoasri aid lo saedoaafirio ©rid nx anoaw
8'ajjdfiyXoO od eioloa sri ^©om dEni ©no <iX .senuoxB tyieea T.akv’il ,driaXi
©bifdiddjB i8d lol n&Buc ©rid aaexanq ^-i^ovltn oelfi ©ri'^ anibead ©vtsia ^niwoXXs
:Sni <tj6a icd dXncl ©rid ^lXd3if£. od eilooa bnfi j^di dani£,i^B
1
.VS .q ,I .XoV .. cxdl
7It is proper to show him in connection with the age in which he
lived, lest the error of the times should be considered as his indi-
vidual faults. It is not the intention of the author, however, to
justify Columbus on the point where it is inexcusable to err. Let it
remain a blot on his illustrious name, and let others derive a lesson
from it,
9
That ”blot” seems to have been somewhat dimmed by the opening statement, as,
I believe, Irving intended it to be. He further excuses him in the bio-
graphy by saying.
This was an arrangement widely different from his original intention
of treating the natives with kindness, as peaceful subjects of the
crown. But all his plans had been subverted and his present measures
forced upon him by the exigency of the times and the violence of law-
less men,"^
Irving has carefully gathered information about the physical
appearance of Columbus from his son, Fernando, from Las Casas, and other
contemporaries. According to these accounts.
He was tall, well-formed, muscular, and of an elevated and dignified
demeanor. His visage was long, and neither full nor meagre; his com-
plexion fair and freckled and inclined to be ruddy; his nose aquiline;
his cheekbones were rather high; his eyes light gray, and apt to en-
kindle; his vrtiole countenance had an air of authority. His hair in his
youthful days was of a light color, but care and trouble, according to
Las Casas, soon turned it gray; at the age of thirty it was quite
white. He was moderate and simple in diet and apparel, eloquent in
discourse, engaging and affable with strangers, and his amiableness and
suavity in domestic life strongly attached his household to his power.
His temper was naturally irritable; but he subdued it by the mag-
nanimity of his spirit, comforting himself with a courteous and gentle
gravity, and never indulging in any intemperance of language. Through-
out his life he was known for strict attention to the offices of
religion, observing vigorously the fasts and ceremonies of the
church. .
^ Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 491.
Ibid ,. Vol. II, p. 214.
Ibid , . Vol. I, pyp. 41-42.
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8It is true his sketch of Columbus leans toward the eulogistic; it is
visionary; it is not commonplace, but Columbus himself was no ordinary
man, and though we may feel that his faults are glossed over, we are still
interested in this charming person, for, as Irving said, there is a
national interest in the character—Columbus.
I
In the last chapter of the final book there is a character analysis
of the Admiral, completely written with no reference to facts or historical
deeds. In this chapter, Irving says:
In narrating the story of Columbus, it has been the endeavor of the
author to place him in a clear and familiar point of view; for this
purpose he has rejected no circumstance, however trivial, which appears
to evolve some point of character; and he has sought all kinds of
collateral facts which might throw light upon his views and motives.
With this view also he has detailed many facts hitherto passed over in >
silence, or vaguely noticed by historians, probably because they might
j
be deemed instances of error or misconduct on the part of Columbus;
but he who paints a great man merely in great and heroic traits, though
he may produce a fine picture, will never present a faithful portrait, i
Great men are compounds of great and little qualities. Indeed much of
their greatness rises from their mastery over the imperfections of
!
their nature, and their noblest actions are sometimes struck forth by
the collision of their merits and their defects, , ,
The last theory shows that Irving doesn't follow completely the early idea
of straight eulogistic biography but points to the modem picture of
realism. However, the author is not reticent in giving his opinion of the
characters that he believes evil, base, or faithless to their trust.
In no uncertain terms he gives his opinion of Ferdinand, making him
i
an exact contrast to his nearly-perfect queen, Isabella, He describes the 1
king with as much detail as he has pictured the physical appearance of
I
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9Columbus and continues:
Such is the picture given of him by the Spanish historians of his
time. It has been added, however, that he had more of bigotry than
religion; and his ambition was craving rather than magnanimous; that
he made war less like a paladin than a prince, less for glory than mere
dominion, and that his policy was cold, selfish and artful. He was
called the wise and prudent, in Spain; in Italy, the pious; in France
and England, the ambitious and perfidious. He certainly was one of the
most subtle statesmen, but one of the most thorough egotists, that ever
sat upon a throne.
Washington Irving rather indignantly—that is, indignantly for him—refers
to the monument erected to Columbus by Ferdinand at Columbus's death.
Inscribed on it were the words: ”A Castilla y a Leon Nuevo Mundo dio
Colon.” (To Castile and Leon, Columbus gave a New World.) Irving
comments:
However great a monument may be for a subject to receive; it is
certainly but a cheap reward for a sovereign to bestow. As to the
motto inscribed upon it, it remains engraved in the memory of man-
kind, more indelibly than in brass or marble; a record of the great
debt of gratitude due to the discoverer, which the monarch so faithless-
ly neglected to discharge.
Attempts have been made in recent days, by loyal Spanish writers, to
vindicate the conduct of Ferdinand towards Columbus. They were doubt-
less well intended, but they have been futile, nor is their failure to
be regretted. To screen such injustice in so eminent a chauracter from
the reprobation of mankind, is to deprive history of one of its most
important uses. Let the ingratitude of Ferdinand stand recorded in its
full extent, and endure throughout all time. The dark shadow which it
casts upon his brilliant renown will be a lesson to all rulers, teach-
ing them that it_is important to their own fame—their treatment of
illustrious men."^
Irving has here followed his own creed—tell all the truth about a person,
good or evil, and, if there can be a lesson taught, point it out.
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An occasional thiimbnail sketch by Irving brings to the reader aptly
and tersely a silhouette of his people. He refers to Rodan, a traitorous
friend of Columbus, as "One of those base spirits which grow venomous in !
the sunshine of prosperity. "^5
Any person who threw stones in the path of Columbus's progress was
strongly brought to task by the author. He had little patience with the
many who caused trouble after the first voyage and triumphal return of the
Admiral, He especially liked to "get lessons" from these acts of im-
portant people. He did not bother to tone down his thoughts in order to
spare the feelings of the Spanish descendants, and in spite of this or
j
perhaps because of this, he was and is extremely popular among them, even
today. Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, Archdeacon of Seville, was the ecclesias-
tic in charge of Indian affairs for thirty years. He was wealthy, a king's
favorite, and one who let personal grievances control his acts. Of him
Irving says:
His perfidious conduct is repeatedly alluded to, but in guarded
terms, by contemporary writers of weight and credit, such as the cur-
ate of Los Palacios and the bishop. Las Casas, but they were evidently
fearful of expressing the fullness of their feelings. Subsequent
Spanish historians, always more or less controlled by ecclesiastical
supervision, have likewise dealt too favorably with this base-^npded
man. He deserves to be held up as a warning example of those perfidious;
beings in office, who too often lie like worms at the root of honorable
I
enterprise
,
blighting by their \inseen influence, the fruits of
glorious action, and disappointing the hopes of nations,
Ibid *. Vol. II, p. 160
Ibid
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Irving was perhaps a little too prejudiced, unconsciously, I am
sure, in his development of the characters of Columbus and his brothers,
as well as of those who aided Columbus as best they could. He reaches the
height of eulogistic description in his development of that of Queen
Isabella. His vocabulary is eloquent and fluent; she is the antithesis of
her monarch-husband. After giving a portrait of her physical appearance,
Irving continues:
She exceeded him Qier husbandj in beauty, in personal dignity, in
acuteness of genius, and in grandeur of soul. Combining the active
and resolute qualities of man with the softer charities of woman, she
mingled in the warlike councils of her husband, engaged personally in
his enterprises, and in some instances surpassed him on the firmness
and intrepidity of her measures, while being inspired with a truer
idea of glory, she infiised a more lofty and generous temper into his
subtle and calculating policy.^'
He tells of the "maternal care" towards her subjects, her almost bigoted
piety, her hatred of the Inquisition, She advocated clemency to the Moors,
although on occasion she had led her army against them. She surrounded
herself with the ablest men of literature and science. She was the guard-
ian angel of Spain. Throughout the history only good is spoken of this
much-admired woman, and he reaches the heights of pure laudatory style
when he writes of her death.
She was one of the purest spirits that ever ruled over the destinies
of a nation. Had she been spared, her benignant vigilance would have
prevented many a scene of horror in the colonization of the New World,
and might have softened the lot of its native inhabitants. As it is,
her fair name will ever shine with celestial radiance in the dawning of
its history,^®
I^., Vol. I, pp. 76-77.
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From the few samples and excerpts quoted, the reader can get a fair
picture of Irving’s ability to portray character. Many and human are the
people he explains from the heroic Admiral to the disgruntled sjdlor, who,
having lost by judgment of their majesties the reward for sighting land
first, left his country and Christian religion for Africa and Mohammedan-
ism, Ye*, his characters are common, everyday people—afraid, happy,
jealous, proud, generous, grasping, laughing, crying, reverend, impious
people. Types we see today appear realistically throughout the adventurous
incidents in the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus .
Fortunately for those who believe that Irving's leisurely style is
outstanding, the same well-balanced ease is apparent in his first bio-
graphy. His inherent ability as a story-teller, his picturesque vocabulary,
and his detailed and realistic settings also appear in this literary work.
The novelist's touch is noticed in his explanation of early voyages.
The navigation of the Atlantic was yet in its infancy. Mariners
looked with disinterest upon a boisterous expanse, which appeared to
have no opposite shore, and feared to venture out of sight of the land-
marks. Every bold headland, and far-stretching promontory was a wall
to bar their progress. They crept timorously along the Barbary shores,
and thought they had accomplished a wonderful expedition vdien they
ventured a few degrees beyond the Strait of Gibraltar.
From this excerpt we know not only what was being done, but also what was
not being done; and the feelings of the unknown mariners are apparent.
His word imagery is exceptionally good,
Irving's characteristic of sudden ironic insight is noted throughout
19
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the story. On one occasion he writes;
Like many other great projectors, while engaged upon the schemes of
vast benefit to mankind, he LCol'irobus} had suffered his own affairs to
go to ruin, and was reduced to struggle hard with poverty; nor is it
one of the least interesting circumstances in his eventful life, that
he had, in a manner, to beg his way from court to court, to offer the
princes the discovery of a new worid.
Since we have already noted his eulogistic development of character,
it is fitting, at this point, to observe the style with which he furthers
this development. Of prime importance to the critic is an author's choice
of words. Irving, an idealist and optimist, characteristically chooses
laudatory terms, words, and phrases that indicate idealization of his
main characters, an idealization that at times becomes effusive. The
height of his praise seems to center more on Queen Isabella than on
Columbus. Early in the biography before he develops her character to any
extent, he writes:
It is wonderful how much the destinies of countries depend at times
on the virtues of individuals, and how it is given to great spirits, by
combining, exciting, and directing the latent powers of a nation, to
stamp it, as it were, with their own greatness. Such beings realize
the idea of guardian angels, appointed by Heaven to watch over the des-
tinies of empires. Such had been Prince Henry for the kingdom^of
Portugal; and such was now for Spain the illustrious Isabella, ^
There is careful detail in his writing. This, of course, tends to
make his work more realistic and shows to what an extent Irving had gone in
preparation for the writing of this life. The following description tells
of their nearing Trinidad:
Vol. I, p. 69.
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The wind suddenly fell, and a dead sultry calm commenced which last-
ed for eight days. The air was like a furnace; the tar melted; the
seams of the ships yawned; the salt meat became putrid; the wheat was
parched as if by fire; the hoops shrank from the wine and water casks,
some of which leaked out and some burst; while the heat in the holds of
the vessels was so suffocating, that no one could remain below a
sufficient time to prevent the damage that was taking place. The
mariners lost all strength and spirits, and sank under the oppressive
heat. It seemed as if the old fable of the torrid zone was about to
be realized; and that they were approaching a fiery region, where it
would be impossible to exist. It is true, the heavens were for a part
of the time, overcast, and there were drizzling showers; but the at-
mosphere was close and stifling, and there was that combination of heat
and moisture which relaxes all the energies of the human frame.
The length of the voyage had consumed the greater part of their sea-
stores; the heat and humidity of the climate, and the leakage of the
ships, had damaged the remainder, and their biscuits were so filled
with worms, that, notwithstanding their hunger, they were obliged to eat
it in the dark, lest their stomachs should revolt at its appearance.22
The foregoing detailed account can be compared with our own modem realistic
stylists, such as Steinbeck, Yet, this is a phase of style not stressed
in either his earlier or later writings. The artist’s eye for detail has
been communicated to the novelist's pen, and Irving was outstanding as both
the artist and the novelist.
When he describes the crowd that went on the second voyage, Irving
gives in a few terse explanatory phrases, the people who caused the Para-
dise of the New World to become in a short time a veritable Hell for
natives and white men alike:
A motley crowd was hurrying on board. . , There was the high-
spirited cavalier, bound on romantic enterprise; the hardy navigator,
ambitious of acquiring laurels in those unknown seas; the roving
adventurer, seeking novelty and excitement; the keen calculating
speculator, eager to profit by the ignorance of the savage tribes;
22 Ibid ,. Vol. II, p. 106
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and the pale missionary from the cloister, anxious to extend the domin-
j
ions of the church, or devoutly zealous for the propagation of the
|
faith. All were full of animation and lively hope. Instead of being
regarded by the populace as devoted men, bound upon a dark and des- '
perate enterprise, they were contemplated with envy, as favored mortals,;
bound to golden regions and happy climes, where nothing but wealth, and
wonder, and delights awaited them. . . .When he [jColumbus] passed,
every eye followed him with admiration, and every tongue blessed and
praised him. Before sunrise the whole fleet was under way; the weather
was serene and propitious; and as the populace watched their parting
sails brightening in the morning beams, they looked forward to the
joyful return, laden with the treasures of the New World.
Irving's natural abilities enables him to understand the feelings of
his people, and being primarily a romanticist, his downtrodden people, his
characters of adversity, are exceptionally well pictured. He describes
effectively the condition of the native slave. Though he never uses a
powerful, vigorous speech against such practices, he does give us a clear
view of the existing conditions;
They were obliged to grope day by day, with bending body and anxious
eye, along the borders of their rivers, sifting the sands for the grains
of gold which every day grew more scanty; or to labor in their fields
beneath the fervor of the tropical sun, to raise money for their task
masters, or to produce the vegetable tribute impressed upon them. They
sank to sleep weary and exhausted at night, with the certainty that the
nest day was to be a repetition of the same toil and suffering. Or if
they occasionally indulged in their national dances, the ballads to
which they kept time were of a melancholy and plaintive character.'^
The depths of despair, the bitterness and hopelessness of Columbus
I
are graphically portrayed vrtien Irving describes him at almost, but not
quite, the lowest depths of misery. The incident occurs vrtien Columbus is
shipwrecked off one of the small West Indies islands; his hold on Spaniards
Vol. I, pp. 301-302.
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and natives alike is getting weaker; he is confined to his bed by pain and
infirmities
:
But he had not yet exhausted his cup of bitterness. He had yet to
experience an evil worse than storm, or shipwreck, or bodily anguish,
or the violence of savage hordes—the perfidy of those in whom he
confided .25
This is strong writing for Irving. The mechanics are good, but somehow,
it is reminiscent of old-fashioned melodrama. One has by now, in the six-
teenth book, got a little tired of the cruelties and hardships, true as
they were, that "afflicted” the good explorer. Too much is too much, and
one becomes sated and indifferent.
Occasionally Irving breaks out in satire. It is not biting and
keen, but rather a subtle satire, a tongue-in-cheek type. Primarily it is
aimed at the Spaniards and their policies of church and state. The re-
action of his Spanish audience can be gauged by the yardstick of their
approval of him, both as a writer of tales and the biographer of Columbus.
The following reference appears after the triumphal return of Columbus from
his first voyage of exploration:
In the midst of their rejoicings, the Spanish sovereigns lost no
|
time in taking every measure necessary to secure their new acquisition.
{
Although it was supposed that the countries just discovered were a part
of the territories of the Grand Khan, and of other oriental princes,
considerably advanced in civilization, yet there does not appear to
have been the least doubt of the right of their catholic majesties to
take possession of them. During the crusades, a doctrine had been
established among Christian princes extremely favorable to their am-
bitious designs. According to this, they had the right to invade,
ravage and seize upon the territories of infidel nations, under the
plea of defeating the enemies of Christ and extending the sway of His
25 Ibid
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church on earth. In conformity to the same doctrine, the Pope, from
his supreme authority over all temporal things was considered as em-
powered to dispose of all heathen lands to such potentates as would
engage to reduce them to the dominion of the church, and to propagate
the true faith among their benighted inhabitants.^^
Undoubtedly Irving's beet writing is when he is dealing with the
pomp and pageantry of the day. He had always been interested in the Moor,
and his description of the Moorish War is supreme. This type of incident
gives his already-proved powers a chance to appear unobtrusively. Examples
of this are his battle scenes and the final surrender of Boabdel, the last
of the Moorish kings,who "sallied forth from the Alhambra, and yielded up
the keys of that favorite seat? of Moorish power . . . After eight hundred
years the crescent was c&apletely cast down, the cross exalted in its
place
.
..27 Jubilation was boisterous and wide-spread. Suddenly and power-
fully Irving introduces Colximbus witnessing "The greatest moment of Spanish
history"*^® and being not only indifferent but almost contemptuous of the
whole affair. He has had to wait, to trail after their majesties too long
to feel joy in anything but his own hoped-for dream.
In comparison with the grandeur of this famous victory, we get the
opulence of Columbus's own triumphant return to Barcelona, The climate
was favorable; youthful courtiers came to escort him to the city.
His entrance into this noble city has been compared to one of those
triumphs which the Romans were accustomed to decree to conquerors.
First were paraded the Indians, painted according to their savage
I^., Vol. I, p. 278.
27 Ibid .. Vol. I, p. 107.
I^., Vol. I, p. log.
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fashion, and decorated with their national ornaments of gold. After
these,were borne various kinds of live parrots, together with stuffed
birds and animals of imknown species, and plants supposed to be of
precious qualities, while great care was taken to make a conspicuous
display of Indians' coronets, bracelets, and other decorations of gold,
which might give an idea of the weadth of the newly discovered regions.
After this followed Columbus on horseback, surrounded by a brilliant '
cavalcade of Spanish chivalry. The streets were almost impassable from
the countless multitude; the windows and balconies were crowded with the
;
fair; the very roofs were crowded with spectators ... To receive him
with suitable pomp and distinction
,
the sovereigns had ordered their
throne to be placed in public under a rich canopy of brocade of gold,
in a vast and splendid salon. Here the king and queen waited his
arrival, seated in state, with Prince Juan beside them, and attended by
the dignitaries of their court ... At length Columbus entered the
hall, surrounded by a brilliant crowd of cavaliers, among whom he was
conspicuous for his stately and commanding person, which with his coun-
j
tenance, rendered venerable by his gray hairs, gave him the august
appearance of a senator of Rome; a modest smile lighted up his features,
showing that he enjoyed the state and glory in which he came, and cer-
tainly nothing Ijbuld be more deeply moving to a mind inflamed by a noble
|
ambition, and conscious of greatly having desevred, than these testimon-
ials of the admiration and gratitude of a nation, or rather of a world,
|
As Columbus approached, the sovereigns rose, as if receiving a person
of the highest rank. Bending his knee, he offered to kiss their hands;
but there was some hesitation on their part to accept this act of
homage. Raising him in the most gracious manner, they ordered him to
;
seat himself in their presence; a rare honor in this proud and punc-
tilious court,
Washington Irving is not primarily a moralist, but occasionally he
indulges his own philosophies of life by pointing out a lesson to be learned
|
from incidents in the lives with which he treats. Although he lived in a
comparatively turbulent period of American history, he avoided controversial
discussions and so was one of the few people loved by the entire country
—
North, South, East, and West, Consequently
,
the occasions when he does
express his personal views are of exceptional interest to the thoughtful
reader. One of the first of these appears in the second chapter of his
29 Ibid ,. Vol. I, pp. 266-268
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first book. He returns this opinion:
There is a certain naeddlesome spirit, vriiich in the garb of learned
research, goes prying about the traces of history, casting down the
monuments, and marring and mutilating the fairest trophies. Care
should be taken to vindicate names from such pernicious erudition. It
defeats one of the most salutary purposes of history, that of furnishing
examples of what human genius and laudable enterprise may accomplish.
In this purpose, some pains have been taken in %e preceding chapter,
to trace the rise and progress of this grand idea in the mind of Colum-
bus; to show that it was the conception of his genius, quickened by the
impulse of the age, and aided by those scattered gleams of knowledge,
which fell ineffectually on ordinary minds.
Irving had so often a chance to lash out in speaking of the in-
justices to the Indians, a chance vriiich he overlooked almost entirely. He
feels, however, that some sort of apology is necessary, and in giving it,
he ends with a bit of advice to modem governments:
These details [about torture^ have been withheld from the present
work as disgraceful to human nature, and from an unwillingness to ad-
vance anything which might convey a stigma on a brave and generous
nation. But it vfould be a departure from historical veracity, having
the documents before my eyes, to pass silently over transactions so
atrocious, and vouched for by witnesses beyond all suspicion of false-
hood. Such occurrences show the extremity to which human cruelty may
extend when stimulated by avidity of gain; by a thirst of vengeance; or
even by a perverted zeal in the holy cause of religion. Every nation
has in turn furnished proofs of this disgraceful truth. As in the
present instance, they are commonly the crime of individuals rather
than of a nation. Yet it behooves governments to keep a vigilant eye
upon those whom they delegate power in remote and helpless colonies.
It is the imperious duty of the historian to place these matters upon
record, that they may serve as warning beacons to future generations
It is here that he had a chance to vnrite of the sensational, to gain the
reader's attention and popularize his story. Rather does he continue his
even, balanced style, never raising his tone but remaining the "gentleman”
30
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writer of his day.
The ephemeral quality of success enables Irving to philosophize in
the midst of the trouble Columbus had after the first successful voyage.
Envy and malice had been but too successful in undermining the pop-
ularity of Columbus. It is impossible to keep up a state of excitement
for any length of time, even by miracles. The world, at first, is
prompt and lavish in its administration, but soon grows cool, distrusts
its late enthusiasm, and fancies it has been defrauded of what it be-
stowest with such prodigality. It is then that the caviler who had
been silenced by the general applause, puts in his insidious suggestion,
detracts from the merits of the declining favorite, and succeeds in
rendering him an object of doubt and censure, if not of absolute aver-
sion. In three short years the public had become familiar with the
stupendous wonder of a newly discovered world and was now open to every
insinuation derogatory to the fame of the discoverer and the importance
of his enterprise .32
On this same strain, but using a particular example of a back-biting
friend, he cites the incident of Captain Pinzon, who had deserted Columbus
at Cuba, had assumed the honor of the discovery, and had arrived in Spain
to find Columbus ahead of him. To his shame (and he seems to have had
conscience enough for that) the sovereigns forbade his appearance at court.
From that time forth he was a broken man, Irving does not sympathize with
him in any way as he writes:
His story shows how one lapse from duty may counterbalance the merits
of a thousand services; how one moment of weakness may mar the beauty
of a whole life of virtue; and how important it is for a man, under all
circumstances, to be true, not merely to others, but to himself
Irving is simply putting into prose the famous advice of Polonius in Hamlet :
32ibid
., Vol. II, p, 82,
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And this above all—to thine ownself be true,
And it must follow as the night the day.
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
Irving's rather vapid treatment of the horrors and tortures of the
Indian by the Spaniard has already been mentioned. Of the first European
settlement in the New World he says:
It presents in a diminutive compass an epitome of the gross vices
which degrade civilization, and the grand political errors which some-
times subvert the mightiest empire. All law and order being relaxed by
corruption and licentiousness, public good was sacrificed to private
interest and passion, the community was convulsed by divers factions
and dissensions, until the whole was shaken asunder by two expiring
demagogues, ambition to the command of a pettv fortress-wilderness and
the supreme control of eight and thirty men.^^
Often does Irving compare the actions of the Indians and the Span-
iards, and too often is the comparison detrimental to the Europeans, "Men
in civilized life learn magnanimity from precept, but their most generous
actions are often rivaled by the deeds of untutored savages who act only
from natural impiilse,"35
Shortly after the publication of the Life and Voyages of Christopher
Columbus
.
Irving edited an abridged edition. Although necessarily the work
is more compact, it is often less interesting in that the author left out
many digressive parts worthy of note, I shall mention only a few—interest-
ing and lininteresting. He spends considerable time writing of contemporary
voyages of discovery. Portuguese and Spanish—De Gama and Pinzon—are noted
in detail. He points out that many of the captains had been under Columbus
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 329.
Ibid ,. Vol. II, p. 177.
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in his first two voyages to the New World, He relates the interesting fact
that Amerigo Vespucci was a sailor under one of these captains. In this
Irving is anticipating his second biography about the companions of
Columbus
,
The author is also interested in the religious and scientific studies
of the day. He explains how closely united the two subjects were, and be-
cause of the strong ecclesiastical element in the universities, there were
no true scientists, for held back by bigotry, the best that could emerge
were pseudo-scientists.
One side issue that did not prove particularly interesting was the
long discourse on the ancestry of Ferdinand, It did little to further the
story, and other than show to what an extent Irving went to get facts and
information, it had little real value. Perhaps he felt that the deep con-
trast between the parental personalities and Ferdinand's would prove
profitable to the reader.
Occasionally people themselves are so interesting to Irving that he
digresses from his main characters to develop other biographies^, sketches
within the original work. He mentions once that before going on with his
work on Columbus he wants to:
. , .treat of the disasters of the beautiful province of Xaragua, the
seat of hospitality, the refuge of the suffering Spaniards; and the fate
of the female cacique, Anacaona, once the pride of the island, and the
generous friend of white men,^°
One of the most interesting digressions is that part of the work that
explains the ballads and the heroic rhymes of the natives. He tells in de-
36 Ibid
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tail their native dances, the significance of each, their tribal customs,
r
I
particularly those with regard to ^he dead. He hopes by this means to be
|
able to preserve something since no records of their own could be found.
There is hardly an American vrtio does not know that Columbus dis-
|
covered America in 1492, The mental pictures of that discovery, the images
that appear in various minds are numerous. Basically we know Columbus, or
we like to think so. There are in Irving's biography many interesting
j
anecdotes and facts, known to a few of us, but fascinating to all of us.
|
The "egg incident" is probably one of the best of the anecdotes remembered.
In a note reference, Irving says that it was taken as authority from the
Italian historian, Benzoni, Many people have condemned it as trivial, but
it is characteristic of the "practical sagacity" of Columbus and "the uni-
37
versal popularity of the anecdote is proof of its merit, This is one of
the few occasions in which Irving takes an indefinite reason for proof of
its truth,
I
f
Of course we know that Columbus was one of the few to believe that
the world was round, A new theory on its shape is discovered in the tenth
book, in vrtiich the idea is set forth that the earth is the shape of a pear.
One part is much more elevated than the rest and tapers upward to the skies.
This part would be in the interior of the newly founded continent and
immediately under the equator. Since Columbus's men never quite penetrated
the "interior", the theory was offered without proof,
37 Ibid , . Vol. I, p. 275, footnote
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Irving uses Columbus’s Journal throughout the biography. The Admiral
kept this so that the king and queen would know of the entire voyages j it
not only deals with the facts but also with his visions and feelings. The
religious undertone is exceedingly strong.
The author remarks how singular that the success of this great under-
taking (sailing west to Asiatic shores) depended upon two happy errors~both
errors of the most learned and profound philosophers, but without which
Columbus would hardly have ventured upon his enterprise.
Colvimbus, in spite of his visionary, dreamlike personality, was
practical and somewhat crafty. On his first voyage of discovery he kept
two logs—a true one for his eyes alone, a second one for the crew. He
was not eager for vital information to leak out among the worthy adven-
turous captains. On the way home when his ships were tossed about by
storms for weeks, he naturally feared they would be wrecked, and no know-
ledge would reach the rulers. He carefully wrote up the trip, discoveries,
places taken in their names, sealed and addressed it to the king and queen.
He promised in a note that they would pay one thousand ducats for it de-
livered unopened. He, then, wrapped all in a wax cloth, put it in a cake
of wax, and then into a barrel, and threw it into the sea. He made the
crew believe that he was performing a religious rite to assure their safety.
He did the same with a copy, but set this barrel on the poop deck so that
it would float free if they did sink. As far as Irving is concerned that
is the last heard of that ancient "message in a bottle" means of commun-
ication.
Irving has little patience with any attempts to lessen the greatness
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of the Admiral, In the first book he states:
An assertion has also been made, that Columbus was preceded in his
discoveries by Martin Behem, a contemporary cosmographer, who, it is
said, had landed accidentally on the coast of South America, in the
course of an African expedition; and that it was with the assistance of
a map, or globe, projected by Behem, on which was laid down the newly-
discovered country, that Columbus had made his voyage. This rumor
originated in an absurd misconstruction of a Latin manuscript, and was
unsupported by any docxxments; yet it has had its circulation, and has
even been revived not many years since, with more zeal than discretion;
but is now completely refuted, and put to rest. The land visited by
Behem, was the coast of Africa beyond the equator; the globe he pro-
jected was finished in 1492, while Columbus was absent on his first
voyage; it contains no trace of the New World, and thus furnishes con-
clusive proof, that the existence was yet unknown to Behem,3^
Irving presents two points of view avout the reception Columbus got
from the Portuguese king when he laid his plan before the monarch. Accord-
ing to his son, Fernando, Columbus was listened to with close attention.
But the king felt that the cost and trouble already sustained by their ex-
ploring the African coast were too much. However, Columbus’s reasons
were so well presented that the king finally consented and the only remain-
ing difficulty was the terms, "Columbus being a man of lofty and noble
sentiments, demanded high and honorable titles and rewards, to the end, says
Fernando, that he might leave behind him a name and family worthy of his
deeds and merits,""^^ On the other hand, Joam de Barros, Portuguese histor-
ian, attributes the seeming acquiescence of the king merely to the impor-
tunities of Columbus, "He considered him a vainglorious man, fond of dis-
playing his abilities, and given to fantastic fancies, such as that
I^,, Vol, I, p, 55.
39 Ibid ., Vol, I, p, 64.
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respecting the island of Cipango.”^® Irving notes that vanity on the part
I) of Columbus is stressed by Portuguese historians.
However, in later years, Columbus did come to terms with the Spanish
rulers. It was not an easy task, but when the arrangements were made, the
conditions were satisfactory to him. The following "Articles of Agree-
ment" were drv^ up by the royal secretary, Juan de Colomba:
1. That Columbus should have for himself during his lifetime, and
his heirs and successors forever, the office of admiral of all
lands and continents which he might discover or acquire in the
ocean, with similar honor and prerogatives of those enjoyed by
the high admiral of Castile in his district.
2. That he should be viceroy and governor-general over all the said
lands and continents; with the privilege of nominating three
candidates for the government of each island or province, one
of whom should be selected by the sovereign.
3. That he should be entitled to rec^ve for himself one-tenth of
all pearls, precious stones, gold, silver, spices, and all other
articles and merchandises, in whatever manner found, bought,
bartered or gained within his admiralty, the costs being first
deducted
.
4. That he or his lieutenant shoxild be the sole judge in all causes
and disputes arising out of traffic between those countries and
Spain, provided the high admiral of Castile had similar jurids-
diction in his district.
5. That he might then, and at all times after, contribute an eighth
part of the expense in fitting out vessels to sail on the enter-
prise, and receive an eighth part of the profits
This agreement was signed April 17, 1492, at Santa Fe, Granada. Columbus
had had this dream for more than eighteen years and had begun to lose hope
Ibi^., Vol. I, p. 65 .
Ml*, Vol. I, pp. 114-115 .
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before it was accomplished. He finally lost these rights through false
witnesses. Even though his character was re-instated, his rights never
were. Possibly, as Irving believes, because others were now doing as much
and not demanding so much from the king.
Probably as popular as the "egg" story is the well-known "Isabella-
Jewel" story. Irving relates the incident. The king had listened but had
gone against the proposition for a voyage of discovery, using as his ex-
cuse the exorbitant cost of the Moorish War. Luis de St, Angel, receiver
of ecclesiastical revenue in Arragon, pleaded the cause to eloquently that:
. . • with an enthusiasm worthy of herself, and of the cause,
Isabella exclaimed, “I xmdertake the enterprise for my own crown of
Castile and will pledge my jewels to raise the necessary funds”; this
was the proudest moment in the life of Isabella; it stamped her renown
forever as the patroness of the discovery of the New Worid,
We learn that St, Angel, glad to get royal consent, replied that there was
no need of the sale, but he would advance the funds to seventeen thousand
(17000) florins. The accountant of St, Angel got it from the treasury of
King Ferdinand
I
The trouble in the later voyages of discovery and settlement was
due primarily to the Spanish dons who refused to be niled by a "foreigner”,
let, one Spanish gentleman was to be trusted and upon him responsibility
could be laid. Don Alonso de Ojeda was a daring spirit who was on the
voyage for the mere excitement of it all. Irving presents this anecdote
about him. There was a beam so high in the air that it dwarfed the spec-
tators on the ground. It ran twenty feet from the tower of the Cathedral
42 Ibid ,. Vol. I, p. 112
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of Seville, where the Queen was holding court. He walked to the end, stood
on one leg, and returned. He put one foot against the wall and threw an
orange to the top of the tower as proof of his muscular strength. It is
later that his bravery in bearding one of the fiercest caciques in his
own territory saved face for the Spaniards and averted serious trouble
with the natives.
Many are the facts that could be mentioned here, facts that are
known by only a few, but have been proved, for the most part, authentic and
remain interesting to us today.
The Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus is an example of
historical biography at its best. It is a complete and rapid story vrtiich
goes from idea to idea with graceful ease. Some may say that there is too
much history, but Columbus and history are synonymous; it is impossible
to separate them.
Irving’s style is clear and natural for the age in which he wrote.
There are balance, melody, and unity of tone. Sympathy and sincerity, to-
gether with an underlying current of refinement, characterize his treat-
ment. Idealism is prevalent, but too prosaic a touch would have ruined
the biography. Irving had the creative touch that gives universal romantic
interest to what is described. He realized the need of writing for the
"general public", rather than for the scholarly few. He understood the
advantages of individual personalities in his narrative, so he created
living people. It is still one of the most popular books among the
Spanish, who consider it the best biography of Columbus written in any
language
•
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Ii*ving collected facts; he checked and rechecked his information,
yet because of his close use of Navarrete‘s published documents, he is not
well accepted by the more scientific modem biographers who are against
his method of not being more specific in his acknowledgments. But these
writers seem to forget that such was the practice of Authors in the last
century; and, in our belief, present writers and critics tend not to give
him the credit that he deserves in view of the age in which he wrote.
They seem to forget that his work was accepted and important in an age of
different standards. Irving must be considered not only by our present
day qualifications but also by the code of his own age.
Columbus was for many years the layman's best source of the life of
a famous explorer. Today more information has been discovered concerning
the Admiral, and close research has shown that Irving in several parts of
the work has given too free a translation, and as a result has misinter-
preted certain facts. The latter is a fault especially frowned upon in
modem life writing, even as it was in earlier days.
A little more than a century after the publication of Irving’s
Columbus
.
there appeared in America Admiral of the Ocean Sea by Samuel
Eliot Morison. The author pointed out with pride that he was the only one
since Irving to go to the very source of information. However, he felt that
a good life of Columbus could not be written by an arm-chair author, but
must contain a sailor's point of view. His book is interesting in that he
sailed, as exactly as possible, the various routes of Coliimbus to the New
World. He commented on the miraculous seamanship of the Admiral, who,
destined by Fate, seemed always to find the safest harbors and the most
^noj.J’BiTno'ini ahi bejinerloan otJjlo&rio orl jq-^oa'I: byJ'^sIIoo gnivil
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advantageous winds. Morison’s speech is racy and full of slang; the book
teems with navigation terms of longitude, latitude, and wind directions,
which grow monotonous as the story continues. There is no character
development ; therefore, there is little or no human interest. The book has
been based on scientific research completed in the most approved modem
method. However, the average reader, we believe, although he can get some
enjoyment from the Admiral of the Ocean Sea , will find that it lacks much
of the charm and humanity of Irving's Life and Voyages of Christopher
Columbus
. For, despite the weaknesses, Irving's first biography was an
accomplishment of vrtiich he could be rightfully proud.
tf
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CHAPTER II
VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES OF THE COMPANIONS OF COLUMBUS
Invariably when one considers Irving's first serious biography.
Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus
.
one also recalls its companion-
piece, the Voyages and Discoveries of the Companions of Columbus , However,
this book in its entirety proves to be a disappointment as one gets the
impression that this second work was merely an afterthought, that in
searching the archives for his Columbian material, Irving accumulated many
incidental facts about persons connected directly or indirectly with the
great Admiral and felt that such hard-sought information augmented by
additional work should be published in an additional volume. We know from
his Journal that he worked conscientiously and serioul^ on this book, re-
vising parts of it many times before publication, but it remains a poor
second when compared with the first biography.
The work is a series of sketches of the discoveries of the con-
temporaries
.
not the companions of Columbus. The only explorer who had had
any association with the Admiral was Alonzo de Ojeda, whom we mentioned in
the first chapter, Irving's treatment of the lives is similar to that of
Columbus
.
but necessarily more concise. His attitude toward the adven-
turers is more objective and sometimes coldly unsympathetic. Whereas he
got somewhat indignant over the unjust treatment to which Columbus and his
II Har^AHO
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brothers were subjected, he is mildly resentful of the same thing when it
occurs to his Spanish explorers in the Companions « Each life, with the
exception of Balboa and Ponce de Leon, is monotonously alike; the leader
gets permission from Bishop Don Juan Rodriguez Fonseca, labors to get his
fleet together, arrives at his destination after much trouble to encounter
graver trouble, has a short time of ruling power most satisfactory to the
hard-working explorer, who finally falls into disgrace, dying in shame or
poverty, Irving mentions incidentally only two explorations that were in
any way successful for the leaders of these expeditions. The lot of the
Spanish explorer in the New World was harsh and disastrous, Irving’s
charm of style is apparent in this volume, but because of the similarity of
treatment, as is often the case, too much charm is cloying, A sharp out-
r
burst is needed in ^he midst of his leisurely, smooth-flowing style in order
to awaken the flagging interest of the reader.
The first biographical sketch deals with the voyages of Alonzo de
Ojeda. At the onset Irving mentions that this Spanish don was accompanied
by Amerigo Vespucci, The reader's interest immediately focuses on
Vespucci's part in the expedition. Perhaps that is the outstanding
attitude toward the whole volume. Vespucci, Badboa, Ponce de Leon~names
known to all American children leap from the pages and claim the primary
attention of the reader. There is too much similarity between the two
biographies, Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus and Voyages and
Discoveries of the Companions of Columbus ; and it is only after one notices
people with whom one has a nodding acquaintance that interest is aroused.
Occasionally, as in the previous volume, Irving inserts a few
di nerlw sairfJ oause sricJ lo .Cx/linsasi \X£>Iiin ex eri ,b&;#08{,du8 ^^«w sieridoirf
Sfl,^ ricfJnig ^eljl rloald « saoinBqfaoJ ericf jxt aigioXqxo riairtaqS alti btcudoo !
lebBeX ariJ x-^^^o^o^onom ex ^noeX si) aono^ bna aodXsS lo nox^qooxe ',
exfl d’ag oi a'lodeX ^eos>a^lo'i ssif^l'sboS nsirU noQ qorfsitl meal noxeaXonaq aieg
^ei^l/oo^9 oct 9Xduo^q riowm Ttadls nolJanXdaafo siri da aavXrtia ^laridagod Jj»Xl
»,
ariJ oJ x^oX0Blexi£a deaTi lawoq gnxXirr lo &miJ d-joria £ aari ,eidwoid 'lovaig
^o smsrie nx ^aJcxb oJal aXXal "^XXBnil orfw ^le^oXqxe Mnubl'rov;-.XaBri
al anew jarfj enolqBioXqxs owl i^Xno \XXaln&bXanX enoxlnsiu gnxvni .^Inavoq
aril lo loX ariT . anoxlxi'aqxa aaerii Ic snafasaX arfl *iol Xx/lasaoowe ‘y;£w x^
e'gnxvnl . ei/calasaXt) JbiSB riencri s£W fcXndW well aril nx nanolqpis riaXnBq2
^
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^
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j
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haXxubqitoooB 3BW nob risXnBqS aXril Inril enoXlnam anivnl laano aril lA .Bl)e(,0
no easifool •^XalcXbamaiX JaanalnX e'nsbBan aril .laoxKjeaV o^.X'iamfv ^td
aamfin—noou ob aanoi ,6odXAH ^loojjqeoV .oiriiXov aXoriw aril biBwol atu/lXllB
it'uacx'iq aril /bXbXo bnB aagBo aril monl-qsoX nanbXirio rmolnamA LU ol nwonji
owl aril naewlad ^tlXiBXxl^X8 rfonm ool aX enarfl .-lobBaT: aril lo tioXlnallB I
bns aa,<^.BY.oV bnB au<iau;XoO -latigol^lnriO lo eai^YoV ba*> alXJ.
^
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wal B aliaexjX gnivnl ,amJxXov enoXvanq aril nX 8£ ,\XX£noX 2£aaO
3nXbn£ielno aril sX iBril eqBrinal .ncXlXbaqxa aril nX inBq s'XoonqeaV
t A
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personal reactions. In the following incident he finds a chance to express
his attitude toward the legal profession. Don Ojeda, to save his colony
from destruction by Indians, went with a pirate group for help. After
being gone for several hours, they seized him and chained him below deck.
However, needing his knowledge of navigation during a storm, they freed him
but too late to save the ship. Eventually he led the group who survived
the wreck through the jungles to Hispaniola. He was accused of piracy, and
his effects were seized for debts. After appealing to the sovereign, he
was acquitted by the Royal Council, and a mandate ordered the restitution
of his properfiy.
It appears, however, that the costs of justice, or rather of the law,
consumed his share of the treasure of the strong box, and that a royal
order was necessary to liberate him from the hands of the governor; so
that like too many other litigants, he finally emerged from the laby-
rinths of the law a triumphant client, but a ruined man.^
Irving's strong dislike for King Ferdinand is also apparent in this
book. The author recalls Columbus's belief that he had discovered those
mines, the Aurea Chersonesus of the ancients, where Solomon got gold for
the temple in Jerusalem. Other voyagers had seemed to corroborate this
belief, so that the king was resolved to found regular, permanent colonies
along the coast of Terra Firma and place it all under the command of some
capable leader. Columbus had in his last voyage planned the same thing but
had experienced trouble with the natives of Veragua.
^ Washington Irving, Voyages and Discoveries of the Companions of
Columbus (New York: G. P. Putnam and Company, 1853 ), P* 58 .
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lei'lk .qXeri lol quo-ig siaiiq c ^enjBxbitl xioxiomJasb mo'll
.jioeb wolscl mid benJ^rio doz nixfi iosiaa ^sriq
,
B^JJori iBievse ^ol snos s^isd
oiri D89*il ,nrici3 fl ^xiiix/b lo »si^X»fOfui airl ^libosn ^tevawoH
DavXv'twB orfw qi/oia arid bel art xXXBirdnsva *qjii8 eiid ovbs od adfiX cod Jud
bne ^-^OEiiq lo beci/ooB bbv< »H ,aioXn£vq«iH od esl^raut arid d'^ucnfii jloeiw artJ
art ^ngiaiavoa &dJ od ^iiiiXfisqqB TadlA .cddab toI besiee o^ew edoalls oJL'i
'
"H'
noiJTfdXd3«n srti betsb^o sdBbriBin s bm> ^XioauoO arid baddJbJpoB bbw
-’^dt'19'TO'iq &x*i lo
^wbX arid lo isridET *io j©oidaxrt. lo sd&oo ©rid dsrid ^isyawori ^aiBsqqB dl
LB-^cn JG dBrid bne ,xod gncnde erid lo aiyaesTd srid lo ^^uaris sixl bamt/enoo
03 pofnavog erfd lo sbixeri srid mcnl ml.i sdensdiX od '^sceoan aew laoao
-iCttel arid moil bagifma \XXfinil »ri ,sdn£^,idiX isridc ^i^rtBra ooJ 8>ixX dfirid
-^.nem bexixi,": a *ud ^dnexlo dnr.riqmtri'id e wbI srid lo sridai'i
cixid iii dfiat£sqqfi oelu ei bru^niMa^ snlUi 7ol ojfxXsib ano'ide a’anivil
aaorid osTsvooeib ted sri dfirid IsxX&d a ' ei/dauiloO sXXeooi loridua sriT .stood
lol bXog doa nomoXoG oianw ,ejnexooe srid lo aI;^0^ce^sri^ ifyii»A srid ,esnxm
sirid 9dfi*:cdo^'ioo od bems»B dbA a'lsa^xov isridO .meXfisi/'iei* ni slqiasd srid
esinoXoo dneruinnsq ^ibI;;3oi bm/ol od bsvXoBSi bbw anisi erid dsrid oa ^Isllsd
smoa lo bnaLjnoo odd isbiii' iXfi dx soxlq bne eiinl'5 a'lisT lo dafioo srid snoifi
djjd anXild eiTJia srid berineXq q^xov job! axri ni beri eud;iXiXoO .isbesX eXdtqfiO
.fiirafiiaV lo esvidan Sitd ridiw slduo^d tisonsiisqxs beri
lo anpinBqmcO arid lo esl*x?^‘/osaxu oab nodsnxriofi'ri
• 8^ »q tl^HX ^v.xifcqmoO Lns xxBndj/I .1 .0 tstioY weH) 'wdru.rloQ
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The Admiral being dead, the person who should naturally have pre-
sented himself to the mind of the sovereign for this particular
service was Don Bartholomew; but, the wary and selfish monarch kn^ew
the Adelantado to be as lofty in his terms as his late brother, and
preferred to accomplish his purposes by cheaper agents. He was un-
willing, also, to increase the consequence of a family, whose vast
j
but just claims were already a cause of repining to his sordid and !
jealous spirit. He looked around, therefore, among the groups of ad-
venturers, >dio had sprung up in the school of Columbus, for some
individual ready to serve him on more accommodating terms.
^
The man chosen by the king was Captain Juan de la Cosa, a man against!
%diom, therefore, Irving might have had some feeling but who became the most
j
sympathetically treated character in the entire volume. Captain de la Cosa
appealed to the romanticist in Irving since he gave his life defending that
of his brash young friend, de Ojeda, from the poisoned arrows of the
Indians. It is in relating the death of this simple, courageous sailor
that Irving again uses, to its greatest advantage, the eulogistic style
that had appeared so frequently in Columbus .
Thus fell the hardy Juan de la Co^sa, faithful and devoted to the
very last; nor can we refrain from pausing to pay a passing tribute to
his memory. He was acknowledged by his contemporaries to be one of the
ablest of those gallant Spanish navigators who first explored the way
to the New World. But it is by the honest and kindly qualities of his
heart that his memory is most endeared to us; it is, above all, by the
loyalty in friendship displayed in this his last and fatal expedition.
Warmed by his attachment for a more youthful and hot-headed adventurer,
we see this wary veteran of the seas forgetting his usual prudence and
the lessons of his experience, and embarking heart and hand, purse and
person, in the wild enterprises of his favorite, we behold him watch-
ing over him as a parent, remonstrating with him as a counselor, but
fighting for him as a partisan; following him without hesitation, into
known and needless danger, to certain death itself, and showing no other
solicitude in his dying moments, but to be remembered by his friend. 3
^ Ibid., p, 60.
^ Ibid
., p. 74.
4^e
-o'iq 9VjBd Muorfa oriw nostaq eriJ ,Dfl»b j%jaied liiinibA edT
laXi/oidTC-dq axrid *iol n^ieiavor, arid lo JjaLra sd^ oi llweaild fcsJneti
rioi^nom riax'lJaa bos xirv dcii ^wajialcridnisfi noQ sjsv 9oiv^93
br.fi ^lerfdcricl nJfil exi as aanac^ siri nx ’.;JloX ofi ®d od ojjoe.iaRX»bA eriJ
-r.u cfiw qH .ain®s® geeoqiijq aid .isliqiaooofi od r.'im9‘i9Tq
j£BV ©eorfw .•'^IxiL-ix & 'io son£*i;p&anoo add aefie'ToiiX od ,osXa ,.'<jnxXXxv»
brs. bjjnoe eXri oX s^^-tfiXqo'x lo sairfio a ^Da»^Xs aiaw araiaXo iaijj, .tnd
(•
-fafi lo equcig »riJ pnofluj ^eiol&isrid ,bmj(nfi beaiooX ail .oiiiqc ayoXaaX
e/uoc *io'i ^afidiiwIoO io Xoorioe tifid cil qy grunqs lutiri ortw ^ B'lsiiJdnev
^.erotad ^^-boucmooofi sioci no mlri aV7.o« od Ybsei Xfii/bxvxbnx
^
' *1
danxi'a^i iiBiti B ,£.8o0 si ob ixsissb nladqaO 3iiw snx>i odd naeorio hbb: ariT
dGom arid affxiosd oriw .tx'd gnilesl oxxos bsu 9vf,d dri^xin snirw-rl ja'iols'xadd ,<norfK
£3o0 fiX ob nXsdqfiO ,9iTJxIov siXdne add nx 'ladofcifirio Jbodse'id
dxnd anii»ne'iab a'ixX alri avxg art aonxe anj^ril iil deioidminKn arid od baXaoqqfi
Slid lo ewoTifi baxjosxoq arid jrioil ^aba^O sb ^b^laxll snuoY riafl'id exri lo
loXifie ax'OajvB'u/oo ,aXqmXs sirid lo li^Beb arid gaidfiXai ni aX dl .BftBxbnl
fi
*
alYde oidaigoXva arid ^agBdrmvbB dBodBong edi od ^asarr nxB^x n.nlvil djBrid
. BjjdjmXoQ ni °® b<>TtJEi®qq^ bori dfirid
arid od badovab bna Ix/lrldifll ^68<o0 bI ab nx.t'1* Y^^ri XXsl ex'riT
,
od adbdx'id yiiBBsq & Y^q od gnxsijisq aionl nifi'i'lai ow nfio ion jdsxiX Y'lav
arid lo ano ad od aaiqjsioqoiadnoo Birl y^ boj^fcaiworuiou &fiW aH .Yiomeai eiri
Y«,v. arid baioXqxa daiil oriw Biodfi^ivan rislnsqe dnxXXfis eecArid lo daaXdB
axii lo eaidxlBifp ^Xtriij* brff. deanori arij yo si dl dxid .XiioW waftl arid od
add Yri ^XXfi avods jSi dl ;exr od baiBobns dp.oii al elri dfirid Jiriori
.ncldxbtKJxa ifcdfil fcfjfi deal aid airid nl qlrictonolil nl
,
18’iJLidnav^ babfiari-dod bnfl XwlriduoY aiom 8 *rol dnaoriojaddfi Bxri \a oaonfiW
bfui sonabinq iBi/ew elri ^nlddagiol exae arid lo naiadev y'^S''* elrid aea ow
bxxii asinq ,Oiifiri oriB d*2fiari gnt><i«dfl;o baa
,
aortaxi aqxa elri lo BnoeeaX arid
-riodfiw Jixri bli>rlad aw
,
0J1ioyi 1 elri lo Baeiiqiadna bliw arid ol ^noeisq
doo .lolasnioo & b£ misi ddiw :>nidfiidfinc»tt»*i ^dnai^q s ea aiiri lavo j^nx
odnx ^noldadlaari dooddiw talri j^iwolXol ;«jieldi£q fi ex fniri lol ^idrigll
larido on :^nxworie bnfi ^liaBdl rid»ab nx£.noo od ^lagneb Beolbaan brm nxrocol
^.bnaxil alri y^ baiaduxiinai ad od dud ^edniooiom jjnxYb alfi nl abudlolXoB
*'.;X
,
.
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Irving himself sensed in relating the escape and subsequent rescue
of Ojeda by Nicuesa's men that perhaps it was too romantically treated or
that his readers would believe it to be mere romance rather than fact.
Therefore he quotes his authority at great length in Spanish from Las
Casas's history. Ojeda had vowed that if he survived that particular ex-
pedition, he would erect an altar to the Virgin and leave there his much-
treasured oil painting of the Virgin presented to him by the bishop, a
painting which had become a tailisman against bad luck and personal injury.
The romance of the story appealed to Irving so much that he has made this
incident one of the most interest* in the volume. True talisman or not,
it is only after he had performed his vow and left the picture that Ojeda
was wounded almost fatally by a poisoned arrow, the greatest dread of these
brave Spaniards. Las Casas arrived later at the village of Cueybas to view
the oratory erected by Ojeda. He found the place sacred to the Indians,
and the picture adored by them. He offered to give an image of the Virgin
which he had brought in exchange for the oil painting. The chief did not
answer directly, but next morning he did not appear before the Spanish
historian. The relic had disappeared, and the Indian did not return with
it until all the Spaniards had left.
Again and again, as in the previous biography, Irving extols the
kindness of the Indians toward the foreigners when they themselves were
treated thus. The author cites many examples when lives were saved by
such kindness. And again as in Columbus
.
he berates the treatment usually
extended the Indians by the explorers:
Nothing could be more chivalrous, urbane, and charitable; nothing
f:
sisozon Jnbup&^6l}& bn£ bqaoao erii sni>tGl3T ni bftcfisa Usarairt vnxvnl
'lo xll&oxJn£tPorL oc^ saw sqariieq Jfcrij nea a'saswolM Aba^O "io
.itoAl ffBfiJ' •isiidB'i eoiih^flisyi tt'it/r.: ©d od di svailad bXjJovr eiebBai aid diixid
ei;J aioil deii^qS ni rid3«s>-t da Xidiioridi/fi airi eadoup srl enijlaiariT
-xe TLAli/oidTCA-.q dt-rid tftvJbr.Lija ad J.1 djrrid faawov bBri £ba{,0 .x*iodairi e'eaaaO
-doum airi a^isrid svijai Dna ;iis*iiV add od oadls m dosis bixTOw ad ^noidifaeq
£ ^qorieid ©dd xd ciiri od bedn©esiq ni^ixV arid io \niSnlaq lio hs'iuaaa'si
. Isnoa'xaq bn& jbi;X txsd deaLeas rtActsilAd js omoo&d bad rioLiv ^nidnieq
Bind abaci ead ari d£rid riojuin oe gniv*il od iS^iXeaqqxi aonBino'i ariT
po.'
^don 10 ttsfliaiif.d ©inT .9,u;iov ©rid ni ^dsaiedni dsaa ©rid lo ©no dnabioni
Bb9f,0 djsrid oijjdoiq ©rid dl©i bn£ wov sir! boiirto'i'ioq o»ri ad Ttadlfi ^i di
©earid lo bB©^b dsedBoiji add ,wotib banosioq a X-tXAdel deo/tlB babrwov aaw
\ 1
vaiv od 2jRcfx®tfO lo a^LXlv ©rid d£ isdBl baviitfi esa^O sbI .BOTCBinBqC ov£^c
^anfiibni sridod bonoae ©oaXq ©rid bnuol eh ,6b©f.O xd bodoerrs
iiigiiV arid lo ©j^Bini na avl^ od b&iallo ©H .msrid x^ bo'iobjs ©ludoiq ©rid fane
don bib loirio ©riT .-nidnieq lio erid lol ©s^^srioxo ni dri^incnd buri ©ri rioiriw
riairuiqC ©rid oiolsd 'ifiaqqB don bib ©ri gfUinotiJ dJi©« difd ,xXdD©T[iD 'jewsnB
ridiw n'xndfeT don bib tiaibnl ©rid bna
,
hausaqaaeib b^ri oilsT ©riT .nBi'iodairi
.dial bad abiBixa^qC ©rid 11& iidm/ di
©rid eXodxs snivel enoivoiq ©rid ni as ftile^ baa^niasA
©i©v 2©vI©B0r©rid xorio neriw 8'i©njii»*iol ©rid bijswod emionX ©rid lo aesnbniil
xd oaVBB ©lew a©vii noriw oeiqm&x© eedio loriJx/B ©riT .anrid bedBaid
Xilbnan d«©flidi>©Td arid aedr.iod ©d
.
and;ru;XoO ni hjb ni&^B biiA .esenbiil^ rioua
reisiolopco ©rid x^ enaibfd ©rid bsbnsdA©
,1
jsr.lridon ;6ldfidx’i£fio bn*i ,8.tf>chx; ^8non[Bvirio eiom ad Dljjoo 'j.niddoU
.1
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more pregnant with noble sacrifice of passion and interest, with
magnanimous instances of forgiveness of injuries and noble contests of
generosity, than the transactions of the discoverers with each other;
but the moment they turned to treat with the Indians, even with brave
and high-minded caciques, they were vindictive, blood-thirsty, and
implacable*^
Probably one of the two Spaniards most interesting to us is Vasco
Nunez de Balboa. We learn that to escape debtors, Nunez hid in a cask, was
carried aboard the ship of Martin Fernandez de Enciso, the Bachelor,
partner of de Ojeda, was discovered and punished but allowed to remain after
Enciso recognized the traits of leadership in this vigorous red-head.
These same characteristics Enciso had occasion to regret later. When dis-
satisfied followers of the Bachelor overthrew him, they chose Vasco Nunez
to be the governor of Darien. His leadership insured to a greater extent
the safety of the colony, for he was an especiad favorite of the Indians
from whom he got the information of the Great Sea, He was warned by them
not to seek it without more men, for it was necessary to traverse territory
of a war-like cacique. When he heard nothing from Don Diego Columbus, from
whom he had sought reinforcements, Nunez set out with a few loyal followers,
Irving handles the discovery of the Pacific Ocean with the touch of the
master that he is. He also becomes enthusiastic in his praise of the deeds
of the early Spanish explorers and particularly of one great accomplishment
by Balboa,
There are points in the history of these Spanish discoveries of the
western hemisphere, >rtiich make us pause with wonder and admiration at
the daring spirit of the men who conducted them, and the appalling
difficulties surmounted by their courage and perseverance. We know few
instances, however, more striking than the piece-meal transportation.
4 Ibid ,, p, 97
idZ .
xloiw ^i9,9i9i!ii bn£, nolaaijq lo SDilJtiofiB sXdorj ridlw dnanj^o-iq
lo fijJa»vtnoo £*Xcon cnfi aeJiutnl io eeenttvXg'iol 'lo seofUJdeuX Ruoau-ften^fijm
•leitio riojeo rid'xw aiSTSVOoolo oriJ 'lo enoiJosanfiii aril fwrld ^’idiRcnarteg
avoid ildX> nave ,enuiidnl ©fid tidXvr ioaid oi botnuS inaitoja arid di/o
bfu3 ^x^aixfl^-dcoXd ,avxJolbniv siew \Qiiii
,
aes/pioAO l>©bnXir.-fl:^jxi bn£
^
. aXdaoBXqraX
ooeoV 8X Qu oi sfixieoiadni iaom aJyiLinEqE owd ari»t lo ©no xXofidoi'^
2BW ^>^8Bo a nX bXfJ senull ,eioldeb eqnoae od dorid rtTesI aW .bouIbS ab sanuW
^loXeriocS arid ,oaiDx^ ab saJbnBfTi©'^ nidiaM lo qxris ©rid triaoda baxiiBo
i&dlB aLamei cd bewoIXjo dud berislnuq bne beiovcoaib sr.i* ,Bb©f.O ab lo isnJiBq
«beafi-jboi suoioaXv sXrid ai qlriBiabjBoX lo adiaid arid bssin'^ooei oexonSL
-aib neriW .lodsX dsi?i&i od itoXaaDoo her! oBxona eoXdRxiedoBiario ©.iiea eaariT
sanuK ooaaV aaorio wairidiavo 'loIorioeS add lo EiewoXIol baileXdflB
dnsdxa lodoeig jb od be-waai qliiei^tael aXH .naXisQ lo lomavog arid ad od
entibnl arid lo adiiovBl iBxocqea ns ebw ari lol ,x^^oioo arid lo ^dalaa arid
nierid baniBw a£W oH .£©2 dJsaiO arid lo noidBiinolai arid do3 art oiorfw iiiOil
'<nodiiied eaisvmd od xiBiaaoon ex-w di lol ^nsjn ©loin duoridXw dX j^ees od don
li
ffidl
,
2uo.dL'XoO ogald noO woil gniridon biBari art neriW .aupxoBy asIiX-iBw a lo
if
.eiawollol Xb^oX wal b ridXw duo dea sanuW jBdnadieoiolnlai driguoe bBfi art moriw
,
end lo riouod and rfdlw rusaoO oXIxobH arid lo v*®voo8ib ©rid aalbriori gnXviI
ebaab arid lo aaxBiq sxri nX oXdeBXsuridna eeraooad oelB ©H .aX ari dxrid iede£m
dnajr ribXXqidooOB dBaig eno lo bnus eieioXqxo risxnaciS vrlina arid lo
,flOdlBfcl
arid lo seXiavooeXb rieXuBqS ossrid lo \;.iodBXri arid iiX adnXoq eis aieriT
d£ noXdBiX-'abB ooa labnow ridX»>r aauaq 01/ rfoXrlw
^
eieritiaXi-iarf rnads&w
gnXXleqqB arid bno ,icarid badoubnoo oriw now ©rid do dXiXqc i^uiXiab arid
wal woi'Ot aW . aonaiavaaiaq bna ©gannoo iXarid '^d be^rwonruja eaidXuoXllXb
^^oXdBd^oqBXiB^d XBOJo-aoaXq arid narid gni^iXide aiom ,iav©wori ^aeonndenX
•T9 -q . . i>XdI
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across the mountains of Darien, of the first European ships that
ploughed the waves of the Pacific; and we can readily excuse the boast
of the old Castilian writers, when they exclaim, "that none but
Spaniards could have conceived or persisted in such an xindertaking and
no commander in the New World but Vasco Nunez could have conducted it
to a successful issue. 5
Vasco Nunez de Balboa, denying it to the end, was executed in 1517
at Ada as a traitor to the crown. Irving, as a rare favor, personally
acquits him of the "senseless idea of rebelling against the crown. The
Spaniard’s head was placed upon a pole and exhibited for several days in
the public square by Adrarias.
Thus perished, in his forty-second year, in the prime and vigor of
his days and the fdl career of his glory, one of the most illustrious
2ind deserving of Spanish discoverers; a victim to the basest and most
perfidious envy.
His fate like that of his renowned predecessor, Columbus, proves
that it is sometimes dangerous even to deserve too greatly.'
Irving concludes the discoveries with a brief story of Ponce de
Leon, the conqueror of Porto Rico and discoverer of Florida. The author
attempts to lighten the credulity of the old Spaniard by saying that not
only did voyagers believe in the Fountain of Youth, but also men of learn-
ing gave credit to the story.
After his disappointment at not being able to renew his youth, Ponce
de Leon returned once more to settle in Porto Rico. When, jealously, he
felt that the exploits of Hernando Cortez threatened to eclipse his own
^ Ibid., p. 232.
^ Ibid
., p. 244 .
*7
Ibid
., p. 246.
V?
isdJ sqirie rfiiaqoiuS Ja'ijfcl arl^ lo ^neliijC 'Ic aiil^^awofE ©ri^t seoios
^tcAoci «rli saifoxe \;Ilbj5drr obo ow joxiiufi'l srf-J “io sev^w eri^ borijii/olq
^ijd onoxi ,ffliiiIoxs nariw xiBiJliJaBO bio ed^ lo
brxB snx‘)iBiiecnti xis rioae ni b£?^cia*x»q io bevxsonoo evBri blixoo 8inr.xn«q2
Jl bsd^ox/bxioo Qvad bliroo ooeeV cfi/d bind. ^/©M ©riJ nx n^brtBflaaoc* on
^.0ij88i li/laasoona jj oi
VX^i nx be.^iX09X» sbv ^on& axii oJ dl :^nt\flsb ^^iodlsH &b s&rivl/i ooa£V
xXJxnosn&q ,icy.sl ©nxn i; ,an±vil .owoio arid od noixani & ajs bIoi; ix*
arfT ^’'.nwono arii d'cnla^iA gfillXcKidn lo sabi: aealaenaa” arfi lo luiri aiJUipoB
nx 8*i£b XjBnavea nox boixdXxixa bos aloq £ noqxf beoxsiq qsw bsed e^irt^lmqB
'•'• '
.8£inx'’ibA "^c! anBopa oiXdi/q erii
lo nosi^' bxis aritnq arid ni. .nee’s; bnoo&a-^inol eiil nx ^berieinoq syrfT
3JUoini3'>-‘ Ix daoa. odd lo ano
.
x;noI» axil lo neaneo Ilnl axi;f bxre e^fib 3in
i8o>iT hns jaaaed ol hlCk^oxv a jcnnnavooB.tb rieinaqS lo gfiivyarab bne
.yvna axfoxbilnaq
a&vonq aodmiloO ^'lOQeaosbe'ic baxTxronan exri lo ierti t>}UI aial oiH
'.^XJsan:^ ood ©vnasab oJ us/e aijons^xxeb eaniiiaxnoa ei ii ieriJ
ob aono4 lo <noia leind e xiiiw eainoYooeib sdi eabuXonoo gnXvni
noriJjJB 9ftT .BexncX’i lo nenavooaxb biix ooxii oinoSl lo nonaupnoo urii .noei.
ion jsrii gnxx^a x;d b'lslft&qb bXo erii lo niiXnbfno adi nairl;^iX oi siqniaiiB
-xnaal lo xiam oaix J0d ,aii/oY lo ni&Jiiijoi ond ni svaxlad anagsvov bib '\tXno
.^noia arii oi iibeno avss sni
aofio’? .riixcTi cxrt wanan oi aids gniod ion is inarainioqqseib axrl nailA
ari ^^XaxjoXset - .ODlfi oino^ ni aXiiaa oi enoci oono borrujisn no»I ab
n»/o 8xd aaqxXoa oi be/jaisonrii soinoO obnsnneH lo eiiolqxs erii isrii iXol
.SCSi .q . . bxdl ^
.q .. bidl ^
.d^S
.q , . bidi ^
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achievements, he decided to conquer Florida which he had learned was a
part of Terra Firma and not the island he had thought. He returned from
his expedition wounded and fever-stricken. And as it has been stated,
"The discovery that Juan Ponce flattered himself was to lead to a means of
perpetuating his life, had the ultimate effect of hastening his death.
The final book on Spanish discoveries is completed by an appendix
about one-third the entire volume in length. It opens with an essay on
the "Transportation of the Remains of Columbus from San Domingo to
Havana" and concludes with the "Manifesto of Alonzo de Ojeda", a foraula
read by friars with Ojeda before his attack on the savages of Carthagena,
and later adopted by Spanish discoverers in general in their invasions of
Indian countries. Biographies of Marco Polo and Sir John Mandeville are
included, as well as a theory about Atlantis, Irving had accumulated
many and varied facts; some interesting, some boring; yet to him evidence
that he was not only a teller of tales but also a student and scholar of
research. He was afraid that his tales and essays were not serious enough
to insure lasting fame; so to impress upon the public his scholarship, he
edited many unnecessary chapters.
8C
B 6BW JbemBal b&ri »il rfoiriw BbxioX'i ^9J:;p^oo bebioob 5ri , BCtneiaev«iriyB
jooil bitcnuSs'i dK .ihguod^ b«ri »d brusIeX ariJ don bfiB biibT lo
n9»d e.-jri di ee btiA ,a©itol'ixte-iove't bn* babiwaw nclJibeqxo slrf
'io eriaam b oJ' baal Ost esw llBamirl be-xact^BlI eonoS mult dBdi ^avooeib BriT”
^".riiBBb cin aninadsBii lo .Joana adBauciXi/ ©rii bad tBlxi eld
xl2>n®qqB n£ \d baleXqmoo el e«la»vooalb rielneqa iio >Jocxl XbhII erfl
ao -^seas m d:fh< sne-:io .ri^tsX «i ©aufXov siiJa® aril brildl-ano iwods
oJ ogaiffloG riB8 jicnl eudmcIoO lo 8nijpm«i-: arii lo nolJjii^oqenB'iT'’ ar.l
aXiJflnol B \"Bb9tO ©b osiioX/l lo oJasllfiaM" «di riilw esbiflorroo om "smvsH
Ic an^^Bvee srti no >d£^1a eld o'lolbd Bbe{,0 ridlw eiBlil beoi
lo 3fx)lacvnl ‘xiorii ni Laisu»^ cil a'js'javooelb delnfiqS bodqoba leleX bne
a*iB aXXXv8b/iKf4 rulcl* *il£ bna oX<^ ooibM lo Baldqfi'jgoifi .8sl^druiOD (iBXbnl
be^BXjJfHWooB bjiCi anlvil .ellnsXJA 1/JodB a t& Ii©w ea ^babuXoni
aoaablva tilci oJ ^^ul'icxJ maos ^^nlJs9i:eJn.l araoe jaloBl b&l'iflv bnB
io TfiXodoe bfiB rf*i8bi/ja b oeXs Jird eaXiii lo naXXsJ’ b iJon saw ad
fi^J^ona auol'iae Jor. o'lsw s^Bsaa briB eoXi'^ slii Ll£i^lB sbw oH .rio'XBSba'x
ari ,qlil2i 6Xorioe eld otXdi'q edJ" not^u cce^qffll os jaaiBl jdiliaaX siuani oJ.
eiadqBdo x^BSGooennu
^8S
. q , . i^Xdl
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CHAPTIiR III
LIFE OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH
Irving's third important biography. Life of Oliver Goldsmith , was
s
published in 1849 from a sketch written almost twenty years previouly. In
the Preface, he acknowledged indebtedness to Mr. James Prior, "who had
collected and collated the most minute particles of the poet's history with
unwearied research and scrupulous fidelity."^ Yet Irving felt that the
book was so cumbersome and detailed that the populace would be uninterested
in Prior's work. At about the time that Irving's revised Life was pub-
lished, Dr. John Forster's Goldsmith
,
also based on Prior's work, appeared.
Although he realized that the simultaneous appearance of two similar lives
was somewhat awkward for both writers, Irving felt that having already
written so much on his own work, he was committed to comp^lete the bio-
graphy. He apologized for the hurried manner of his biography and suggest-
ed that any reader who wanted a more detailed account of Goldsmith's life
read either Prior's or Forster's book. Never did any professional
jealousy appear in Irving, who, as a successful literary man, went out of
his way to help others in the field in which he was already a leader.
^ Washington Irving, Life of Oliver Goldsmith (Boston: De Wolfe,
Fiske, and Company, no date), p, 3«
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Irving has created in this biography an excellent interpretation of
character with an exquisite, sympathetic treatment. His style is consid-
erably different from that of his other biographies. In those he stressed
the historical background of the age and placed his heroes in that back-
ground. In Goldsmith the setting is immaterial; th* character is all-
important; but if any background does stand out, it is bather the literary
setting with the famous men of the well-known Literary Club who are with
slight, suggestive touches of character sketching charmingly brought to
the attention of the reader. Charles Richardson claims that it is "one of
the best biographies in the whole range of English literature." William
Cullen Bryant wrote of this work, "I have read no biographical work which
carries forward the reader so delightfully. I know of nothing like it."-^
There is little to wonder at in the enthusiastic reception given
this short life of so fascinating a writer. Irving himself maintains that
it was a "labor of love", and being that and not a work of necessity or
drudgery, it naturally surpasses his other life works. Irving was probably
the most able man in the nineteenth century to understand and sympathize
with this peculiar, loveable Irishman. They were alike in their roving
dispositions. It was hard for both men to settle down to systematic life
and work, although Irving became settled in life before his hero-model.
2 Charles Richardson, American Literature ( 1605-1885 ) (New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1895), p. 2?6.
^ William Cullen Bryant. This was a comment on a circular adver-
tizing the publication of the Life of Oliver Goldsmith by G. P. Putnam.
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1o noxiBvtsiqisc^nx ^nelleox© hb v^qr/i ^old airii fii bD:^fi9^o eari snivel
-bienoo ei sl^i^e sxH DxJ9if,tflqff^e ^aixBiopxs tjb ri^iw 'isioBtsrlD
ceees'i^e <>eoriJ nl . B^iriqBiso-tc *i5riio sx/1 lo iBiiJ mcn’t x-tc^£^e
-3io£o i.iiJ nx ueOT^'ri exrl baoslcj bo£.' 9-ja ->iJ- lo bruc^jjj'c'Bp iBoi-rodarfl erii.
-IXr xl t&ioB'Ui.clo *riw ;l£iT9ij£/rj}'i: ei gn retire 9ff^ clJ Jbi'ebloO al .bnifoig
V^-ta-TQ^tix 9ri^ isriiBi si il ^JOf- bor^ii cac'C bno oi^>iOf.d \fXB 'li. iud ; diiedioqaii;
I
riitiw 91B orfy diilO "^TaTedix nwofol—Xx©w udx 1o ft&in at/onicl erfd rfdxw gfiiddsa
C'j jilpBoid xX^iimjBf'y giiirioie^la 'isddBix^rio ‘io senouoJ dvXstBagguB ^dri^ixle
'io eno" BX dx iadJ &tnsBio nofixnRrioix* e9I^Br^0 .'riJbaaT arii 1b noxXn^-d.Tx orii
iatillxV. . oiBJB'iadjJ. riaxigrrii Io ygi’un oioiiw srid" p*1 esiric'Btgoxd deed erij
rloxfi>( ?i*iov. lioiriuBigoid on bae'i evari I" .iliow airid Io oXoiw Xna^iti neiliJO
©jixl gnidjon Io won.'^ I .xlloldrigxleb oh lebaai srlJ b^aw^o1 eex-nao
nuvig noliqaosT oldaal^jt/riXn? ©dJ nx jb *i9bnow od slddxl ai ©'iarif
Xan.? aiixbdfrxsffl llaafrrjui gf.'ivil ,'iaix'rw a ^^xPi•ftxo6J^1 oa Io sixl d^oris eixid
IO Y.Xlasaoon Io tJ-iok b Jon bna JadJ ^^nxad boss ,"ovoi. Io ’lodaX” a saw Jx
'iXor-doiq say ^nxviX .a^i-iow ©1X1 'isriJo aXri esaeaqTtx/a ^jXlB'tn.tBn Ji ^^nogbmb
&5XjlJ£qi 5ris bna bnxJenabni' oJ v'lXfJnoo dJ.toeJanxa o/U nl nsm 9ida Jaom ©dJ
snivon nX&riJ nl anow .aBinrisliI oidaavol .naxXi/ooq elriJ nixw
©111 oiJBmode'^a oJ nwob ©XJisa oJ nan: riJod lol bifri saw JI .enolJiscx^aib
.Xot>ot)-cn i aid onolsd ellX ui b»lJJ95 amBosd gj^ivni rlrbr^iidla bos
S
;>InoY waH) ( (^8ftI~^0dX ) a'iii£6T8;^ naol-rafliA ,noabTrarioi.M aoXrc^'J
,d?S.
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—TavoB. iBXiJO’xxo a no Jn^xinoi) £> acw aixlT .JriB^’xH nyllnU ofiiXXiW
..UiXiJjft . i ,d fiJXnabXoT TjevUo 1v! *^<5 nox.'aolldurj oriJ TirXxXi
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Both men through adversity and success kept a cheerful, humorous outlook on
life and the world. Both men remained bachelors after xmhappy love affairs
in early life. And surprisingly both authors fancied the world would be
eased and pleased by the music of the flute. Irving had admired the style
of Goldsmith and as a youth had read his literary works with eagerness,
absorbing the philosophy and style of his vagabond teacher. So much did
they have in common; so well did Irving sympathize with his topic that at
the age of sixty-six, even when working on his Life of Washington , he "threw
off" in sixty days his most brilliant, delightful work.
Irving has been especially just in his treatment of his hero, the
happy-go-lucky Goldsmith. He does not intend to be the critic but merely
the raconteur of Goldsmith's life. He says, "As we do not pretend in this
summary memoir to go into the criticism or analysis of Goldsmith's writings,
we shall not dwell on the peculiar merits of this poem [jThe Deserted
Village But, yet, when he speaks of Goldsmith's History of England
.
he writes, "It possessed the same kind of merits as his other historical
compilations; a clear, succinct narrative, a simple, easy, and graceful
style, and an agreeable arrangement of fact, but was not remarkable for
either depth of observation or minute accuracy of research."^ It appears
to the reader that this observation of Irving might easily and aptly, but
for the last phrase, "or minute accuracy of res^rch", apply to some of his
^ Washington Irving, o£. cit
.
.
p. 166.
5 Ibid
.
.
p, 183.
no >IoolJuo Bijonocixil ^ li/lioorio » eseDoue brifi v^t-tanovi^B ti^ocrifid nam ri.?oc
p-tIjetIIb svoi ’\.qqi:ifinL ’i&Jls sioledofid bsnxt'mei nsai riJoS .blnow arict bna ellC
ad bluou cX'row add baioxiij'i j'londiJjiJ riJod .siii
arid bani-aua oad ^nxvnl
. Jdull srfd lo oxetrjn add \^d bea£olq bn& b^ase
^bc jm&:_^9 ridxw a>iiow 'i^isnsJH aid b£9i bsd riv7ucrj £ s£ brja ndxxnebXov) lo
ivx:. liDUX o3 .'lado^ad Jbnocft;«fiv axd Xo aX-^dB bnfi xdqosoixdq arid gaid'ioidt
di' dBdd aiqod airi ridrw 9siddj3qa/\;a 3ni\nl bib IXsw oe -nonunor) ^-i aviiri
we-Xiid" 9d
,
aodsiiideBW lo alii aid no gnxjinow aartw nsva ,xia-\;dyJ:a lo arid
• ?{iow’ Ix/ldri,vxX&fc jdnBxXXiid jaom exri a^sb ^dxis nx "X'lo
9riJ ,on©n airi Xc d/isfndiJSTd aid mi daxjt, >^XlBX39uae naod aari gnivnl
dx/o oi/l'xo arid ©d od bnadnx don soob ©H .ridiiTSbloO ^>Joj.'X-o3-Tcqqijri
exrid iii bnadan^ dca ob ©w e/." ©H .©IIC e 'ridxiiiebXoD lo ni/odnooBT ©rid
,annidxTV i ' ddiir.<jbIoC* lo eiB^Xjsrin no laaioidiio ©rid odnx 03 od niomoai ’y;n£a;mLfe
nsdnaaeU ©riX* ' a©oq aind lo adinani nBiXnosq arid no iX©wo don XlariB sw
,
bngl^nS lo YTodaiH e ’ridiajebioO lo a;46oqe ©ri neriw ,d©\; ^Jud '©^bIXXV
I^oinodeiri nsrldo -iid &e adinstn lo bfixji ©niBa odd b&aaoeeoq dl” ^Rodxnv^ ©ri
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own biographies as well as to the history of Goldsmith.
Irving's appreciation of Goldsmith's style appears in almost the
only reference to Goldsmith's works vdien he writes toward the close of the
biography:
We shall not pretend to follow these anecdotes of the life of Gold-
smith with any critical dissertation on his writings; their merits have
long since been fully discussed, and their station in the scale of lit-
erary merit permanently established. They have outlasted generations
of works of higher power and wider scope, and will continue to outlast
the succeeding generations, for they have that magic charm of style by
which works are embalmed to perpetuity.®
I
Irving has said that he does not intend to give a character analysjrs
of Goldsmith as he did of Columbus, However, it is not necessary, for
throughout the biography his method of telling the facts and incidents of
Goldsmith's life gives us what we want with no set, stereotyped character
sketch at the end of the book. The author is very good in his miniature
drawings of people. On one occasion, with few words he compares and con-
trasts Goldsmith and Johnson:
Goldsmith, buoyant, heedless, sanguine, tolerant of evils and easily
pleased, had shifted along by any expedient; cast down at every turn,
but rising again with indomitable goo-humor, and still carried forward
by his talent of hoping, Johnson, melancholy and hypochondriacal, and
prone to apprehend the worst, yet sternly resolute to battle with and
conquer it, had made his way doggedly and gloomily, but with a noble
principle of self-reliance and a disregard of foreign aid,
7
Irving by means of his Life of Oliver Goldsmith has given us a
counterpart of Boswell's Life of Johnson. The portraiture of Goldsmith as
Ibid ,, p. 253.
Ibid., p. 89 .
.nJthiiBbloU '10 x'ioit.i ; 3flJ oi bh Xlev, e£ aslri^c'raoi’o nwo
9fij JaaiJjo ni eiJboqqfi al^vie a '.iixinabloC *io ^oiJJ^xoe^qqi' tt'gnx\nl
tyrio 'lo oaolo ariJ Jmswod aeJitw srf norfw eji-io,' e ^iJ’JL'iobloO ooni^'xe'ibT
-xaoC' \o e'til SiiJ Jo eejoi^oaru; ea&d^ woilol J\an IlBrie s\v
9Vfif{ sJi'iea liod^ jogniJliw eiri no nci,^cJi98cib iBoxiiiC! \cn:- rfd'iw iXiima
-XIX lo sifioii 8flX ni noI.li:xe •'.'.i.9dX bos ,c9eairo«iL 'IliJl nsjod oonie sacX
8noxXATfs»fiag bsXeBlXno oviSif /.an' . C3flaxCdvXc& tXo'rieny.maq Xl'ioic \('i«Tte
xaelXL'O oX aurxinoD SIt/i bii£ ^eqooe nrabli^ bnc navioq 'xeib^JX'i lo '^ihov lo
\ci ftl^Xe lo /misrio ox^ix^in XariX av£>si \arix lol
,
et'oxJi^iaaeg gniofeaoox'B edX
. ’{XiuXaq-iaq oX beaiXiadne &*ii? ajinow doxilw
n.yexXi.n6 naXofl'ijBdo a avXg oX XinaXni Xon aoob yd XaiiX bite 3£fi £nivT[I
iol ,x^^8eao9n Xon ax nx ^'levawoH .endaiiiXoO lo bib ari cb dXiinefcioO lo
lo dXnabxyni bnt bXobI oriX ;Q,nxXI»X lo fcoriXsxi eiii \rlq£*isoxci oilX xi/cngnonriX
'XoXoB'Tfdo be>qxic>'3'i€>Xa .xee cn djxw Xm.w a** Xtrfw en aovig alxX & 'riXI/nebioi'i
anuX^inliii &Iii nx fcoog v^ev si noriXai: aril ,3^ooci ariX lo bno ed^^' Xa r(oXy:>ia
-noo bna sancqcoo on sbiov; w&l rlXiw ^noisBooc ano nO .oiqoeq lo sgnxwBib
*noanrfoL boo riXirrrabXoO eXenX
>^118.'::) tiiB slive lo XfurioIoX ,0nxt':'nuj3 ^aselLavd ,jna\;ot;ci ^tiXixuobXoD
,rrruX ^nava Xa riwob Xr-so jXnaiboqxo ';rta x.d •;;,nolf. beXlIrie bfri ^boaaaXq
b'tbwiol boxma.'j XXxXc fana ,'iomnr(-oo3 eloaxxfnowii dxxw nli-gB 'anisin Xxrd
bna .XponxnxnodooqxJ^ bna vlodonaXaiU jncanriob .'inxqo i lo XnalaX nM \,d
Oi'.£ liXxv f»LXX*nd oX a.ljjlotwn i^ImoXa Xo^ ^Xanow odJ i^nodoiqq;. oX snonq
aXocn . ii:J> Xnd ,vIi.ncoIg tris \;Xbeggob yen axri oba.it joRii ,Jtl noi/pnoo
'
.bit r.gionol lo biagpiaib a bna o'ai'iaiXai-lXye lo olqianinq
t sn novig s. d riXxjiebXoD navitO lo olJ.i aid lo snaoxn -^d gnivil
sa dji x*:Lxo(^) lo ynuXiaiXToq oriT
. noendcl* lo alia a'XIaweoc lo XT:BqT:©Xnuoo
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given us by the Scotchman is hardly flattering and truly unsympathetic.
Although we must remember that Goldsmith is, in Irving's estimation, a hero;
l^he is, too, a human being with all the faults and virtues of a human being,!
and Irving in all fairness treats him as such a person. And so, perhaps
|
because of the treatment that Boswell affords Goldsmith, Irving seems to
detest him even more than he did Ferdinand of Spain, One of the mildest
descriptions of Boswell is that one by which he calls him the "incarnation
of toadyism." Irving in his own kindliness and generosity despises the
littleness of Boswell. When he relates an incident in Goldsmith's life,
one that was referred to disparagingly in Boswell's work, an invitation by
Johnson to Goldsmith in which Boswell was left out, Irving says that "Bos-
well felt it with all the jealousy of a little mind. "9 And continuing to
explain how Boswell got the friendship of Johnson, he writes, "... not
like Goldsmith, by the force of unpretending merit, but by the course of
the most pushing, contriving, and spaniel-like subserviency."^^ He recounts
Boswell's mentioning that Goldsmith had been slighted by Lord Camden at a
tea, and Goldsmith referred to this slight by saying that Lord Camden took
no more notice of him than of an ordinary man, Boswell represents the
company as laughing at this piece of "diverting simplicity. And foremost
among the laughers was doubtless the rattle-pated Boswell. Again Irving
8
Ibid., p, 110,
Ibid ,, p. 98.
10 Ibid .. p. 98.
11 Ibid
., p. 179
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says, "Boswell’s inveterate disposition to toad was a sore cause of morti-
fication to his father, the old laird of Auchinleck."^^
In Boswell's Johnson
.
there is an anecdote in which on one occasion
when JJ^nson was about to speak. Goldsmith was asked by a Swiss doctor to
be silent so that he might hear Johnson. Boswell ends the incident here
to show Goldsmith's desire for the center of the stage and his pique at not
receiving it. Irving adds the rest of the story: "l^e you sure, sir, that
you can comprehend what he says?' Goldsmith replied. This rebuke which gives
the zest to the anecdote is omitted by Boswell, vrtio probably did not per-
ceive the point of it."^^
Kenrick, the critic, comes in for some scathing remarks by Irving.
As a critic, the man was mean and personal. "Doctor Johnson characterized
his literary career in one sentence, 'Sir, he is one of the many who have
made themselves public without making themselves known . ' "^4 The following
reference is reminiscent of his adverse comments in Columbus when Irving
writes: "One base wretch deserves to be mentioned, the reptile Kenrick, who,
after having repeatedly slandered Goldsmith, while living, had the audacity
to insult his memory iidien dead. "^5
Irving perhaps because of the too one-lided idolatry of Boswell,
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seemed to take delight in proving Dr. Johnson wrong or in being worsted on
occasion by Goldsmith. When "Johnson observed that Goldsmith’s genius
flowered late; he should have said it flowered early, but was late in
bringing its fruit to maturity. The Literary Club was meeting and the
question came up whether or not people who disagreed on a major point could
live together in friendship. Johnson said that they could. Goldsmith said
that they could not and proved his argument by a reference to the "Blue
Beard" story. Johnson, using personalities, roared him down. Irving
comments:
Who will not say that Goldsmith had the best of the petty contest?
How just was his remark I How felicitous the illustration of the blue
chamber I but rude and overbearing was the argumentum ad hominem of
Johnson, when he felt that he had the worst of the argument
There are some who may wonder ,if Irving was not doing in his bio-
graphy what Boswell did in his
—
presenting a one-sided picture of the vir-
tues of this man. Occasionally this might seem true, but when we consider
the overall picture of the life, we realize that Irving has been impartial;
he rarely excuses the faults of Goldsmith; he tries to show that some were
caused by heedlessness and generosity, but the faults are there. Only
against Boswell does he seem to be hitting when he puts Johnson in the
worse light, for he often refers to Johnson's taking Goldsmith's part
against Boswell. There are several references in the Life of Johnson to
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Goldsmith's jealousy over Johnson's conversational powers, lining agrees
that the Irishman lacked the ability to express himself well verbally
and quotes Johnson as remarking, "No man is more foolish than Goldsmith
1ft
vhen he has not a pen in his hand, or more wise when he has." But the
author refuses to accept the Boswellian fact that jealousy was evident on
such occasions.
In presenting certain traits, Irving shows considerable insight into
Goldsmith's character, almost taking a personal view of an incident. Early
in the biography, he mentions that one of Goldsmith's many projects was to
decipher the inscriptions on the Written Mountains. The author comments:
This was probably one of the many dreamy projects with which his
fervid brain was apt to teem. On such subjects he was prone to talk
vaguely and magnificently, but inconsiderately from the kindled imag-
ination rather than a well-instructed judgment. He had always a great
notion of expeditions to the East, and wonders to be seen and effected
in the oriental countries.
Irving also refers to his religious attitude:
His religion has been called in question by Johnson and Boswell; he
certainly had not the gloomy, hyphchondriacal piety of the one, nor the
babbling mouth-piety of the other; but the spirit of Christian charity
breathed forth in his writings and illustrated in his conduct give us
reason to believe he had the indwelling religion of the soul.^^
Naturally the biography aboimds in anecdotes concerning both Gold-
smith and his friends. There appear the incident of the red breeches that
kept him from getting an appointment to consider entry into the clergy, the
incident of his missing his boat to America where he planned to make a
IS Ibid
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fortune, the incident of his pavming borrowed clothes so that the children
of his landlady might have food. The following anecdote refers to the
time when he was practicing medicine most unsuccessfully among the poorer
people of London. He felt that it behooved him to dress the part of a
physician. ( His interest in clothes, loud and of clashing colors, is
noticeable throughout the book.)
The tarnished finery of green and gold had been succeeded by a
professional suit of black, to which, we are told, were added the wig
and cane indispensable to medical doctors in those days. The coat was
a second hand one, of rusty velvet, with a patch on the left breast,
which he adroitly covered with his three-cornered hat during his medical
visits; and we have an amusing anecdote of his contest of courtesy with
a patient who persisted in endeavoring to release him from his hat,
which only made him press it more devoutly to his heart
One of the several people referred to in the biography was John
Newbery, an English editor-publisher. Today the Newbery Medal is awarded
for the best juvenile book of the year to commemorate the man who special-
ized in children's books at the time when books for the young were not so
popular nor numerous as today. However Irving felt about Mr. Newbery'
s
contribution in that field, because of his dealings with the poorer writers
of his day, the author made this remark about him when mentioning his death:
He coined the brains of his authors in the times of their exigency,
and made them pay dear for the plank put out to keep them from drowning.
It is not likely his death caused much lamentation among the scribbling
tribe; we may express decent respect for the memory of the just, but
we shed tears only at the grave of the generous,
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Such a reference is typical of Washington Irving in all of his biographies.
He resents any wrong done his heroes as if they were wrongs done personally
to him. He appears to live the lives of his men, absorbing their troubles
and triumphs equally sincerely, and any who have brought trouble and dis-
aster to his principal characters must be presented in their true light.
Rather than the thoroughly objective view desired today in the writing of
biographies, personalities creep in and—weak or not—make his lives more
interesting to the general reader.
As a literary biography Irving • s Life of Oliver Goldsmith is one of
the best written during the nineteenth century, and as a life of Goldsmith
it is one of the most understanding, the most delightful that has been
written in any age.
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CHAPTER IV
MAHOMET AND HIS SUCCESSORS
If any reader in selecting Mahomet and His Successors thinks he is
getting a second Alhambra with all its lush Oriental setting, its pomp and
circumstance, he will be disappointed. Occasionally are there hints of
such a background, but they are merely hints. However, if the reader
wishes to read of the start of Mohammedanism and the character of the last
Prophet, the Prophet of the Sword, this biography of Irving is interesting
and worth while. The book is divided into two parts. The first deals with
an explanation of Arabia and a sketch of the Biblical tribes that settled
there and in its vicinity. Then Irving gives an almost objective life of
Mahomet. The second part of the biography tells of the successors, start-
ing with Abu Beker, the first Caliph elected in 632, and carrying the story
to the place where permission is asked of Waled, the twelfth Caliph, to
attempt to seize what is now Spain after having conquered the lands to the
Gates of Hercules, The latter part cannot truthfully be called a bio-
graphy, but it is a very interesting historical development of the political
and imperial sway of the Islamites. After the first four Caliphs the work
becomes merely a series of battles, of civil wars, of craft and treachery
on the part of illustrious Arabian generals whose very names struck terror
into the hearts of the yet unconquered tribe* and nations. The religious
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aspect of the Arabian Conquest weakens as the history continues; the Calipha
become pleas\ire-loving and effeminate as they assxane the habits of the
Persians; rifts appear among the Moslems with Mecca, Medina, and Damascus
as focal points of trouble. But Irving ends his work on this vein:
We have shown the handful of proselytes of a psuedo prophet, driven
from city to city, lurking in dens and caves of the earth; but at
length rising to be leaders of armies and mighty conquerors; overcoming
in pitched battle the Roman cohort, and the Grecian phalanx, and the
gorgeous hosts of Persia; carrying their victories from the gates of
the Caucasus to the western descents of Mount Atlas, from the banks of
the Ganges to the Sus, the ultimate river in Mauretania; and now plant-
ing their standards on the pillars of Hercules, and threatening Europe
with like subjugation.
Here, however, we stay our hand. Here we lay down our pen. Whether
it will ever be our lot to resume this theme, to cross with the Moslem
hosts the strait of Hercules, and narrate their memorable conquest of
Gothic Spain, is one of those uncertainties of mortal life and aspira-
tions of literary zeal which beguile us with agreeabe dreams, but too
often end in disappointment,^
The second part may be straight history, but it will be hard to find a
history with the unique personal conclusion with which Irving ends his
work.
Irving, after his life in Spain and the interest that he took in
the past and present of that country, naturally was intrigued by the roa-
mance of the career of Mahomet and the development of his religious and
political empire. In the Preface of his work he asknowledged the incom-
pleteness of his topic, saying that it was the type of work for a family
Washington Irving, Mahomet and His Successors (Boston: De Wolfe,
Fiske, and Company, no date), pp, 498-499,
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library. "The author lays no claim to novelty of fact; nor profundity of
research.” He has united fact with fiction and has done it in so masterly
a way that the books are good reading, if not good biography. He did not
seek the underlying philosophy of each event, nor did he claim to have
done so. The reader is told what to expect, and, if he is disappointed,
it is his own fault and tot that of Irving.
The author’s treatment of Mahomet is probably his least sympathetic,
or so it appears until one reads his character ansdysis, the same type of
thing that appeared in Columbus
,
at the conclusion of part one. Here he
analyses the double character of Mahomet. The first is the zealous,
sincere prophet, the man who believes in the unity of God and not the
Trinity; the second, the man who, led on by hysterical desire for power,
wants a temporal, worldly empire.
Irving notes the start of Mahomet's belief in his being a prophet
after he becomes middle aged. Up to that time he seems to have had no
conception of his divine purpose on earth, but once convinced, by the help
of his wife, Cadijah, he lets nothing stand in his way of being the last of
the prophets, and in his mind the strongest of them all, including Adam,
Moses^ and Jesus. Moslem writers naturally stressed the miracles performed
by this humble man. Legends upon legends have grown about him, and Irving
relates several—always with a tongue-in-cheek-attitude and a practical
explanation. He relates that at the beginning of Mahomet's claiming to be
the last prophet, unbelievers said that he must prove it by some miracle.
^ Ibid
., p. 3.
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Jesus had performed many and had established his claim by such means. The
talk was so strong that some of his own disciples began to wonder and urged
him to change the hill of Safa to gold. He went aside and prayed, returned
with the announcement that the angel, Gabriel, had appeared to him and told
him that if he accomplished this miracle, all unbelievers would be destroy-
ed, so "in pity to the multitude, therefore, who appeared to be a stiff-
necked generation, he would not expose them to destruction; so the hill of
Safa was permitted to remain in its pristine state, "3 Again when assassins
came to his house and surprised him, he threw dust into their eyes, blind-
ing them so that he escaped by walking through the midst of them, Irving
continues: "The most probable account is that he clambered over the wall
in the rear of the house, by the help of a servant, vribo bent his back for
him to step upon it,"^ For a person who is such a romanticist, Irving can
be very practical at times. The early devotees of Mahomet tell the story
of his childhood when angels visited him
,
and at this
, , , supernatural visitation, it is added, was impressed between the
shoulders of the child the seal of prophecy, which continued through-
out life the symbol and credential of his divine mission; though
unbelievers saw nothing in it but a large mole, the size of a pigeon's
egg.
Yet, Irving in commenting on the many miracles attributed to Mahomet is
fair in making the following statement: "They are probably as true as many
other of the wonders related of the prophet. It will be remembered that he
3 I^,, p, 57.
^ Ibid ,, p, 84,
5 Ibid ,
.
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himself claimed but one miracle, 'The Koran
As Irving writes of the Prophet, he does not praise him as he does
CJolumbus and Washington; he is not warmly sympathetic with his faults as
he is with those of Goldsmith; he seems almost indifferent in his treatment
until Mahomet begins to make personal some of the power supposedly granted
him from Heaven, The author does commend him for his faithfulness to his
first wife, but after her death he marries many, the figures range from
nine to twenty-five wives. By his law put into the Koran each follower was
permitted four wives; however, he did not limit himself, "for he observed
that a prophet, being peculiarly gifted and privileged, was not bound to
restrict himself to the same laws as ordinary mortals, When Irving notes
that he no longer considers himself equal to others, his attitude becomes
a little more sarcastic, and his feeling a little bit colder. He credits
Mahomet's preaching as following "for a time the benignity of the
Christian faith", but when the Prophet once stairts the use of the sword,
Irving writes:
Worldly passions and worldly interests were fast getting the ascend-
ency over that religious enthusiasm which first inspired him. As has
been observed, the first drop of blood shed in his name in the Holy
Week displayed him a man in vrtiom the slime of earth had quenched the
holy flame of prophecy.
^
^ Ibid,, p, 66, footnote.
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As long as he held closely to Christian tenets, Irving said little against
him', never did he speak harshly against him even later, but the reader can
feel the change in Irving's ovm attitude when he makes the statement, “He
now arrived at a point where he completely diverged from the celestial
spirit of the Christian doctrines, and stamped his religion with the alloy
of fallible mortality.
In this work as in the others, Irving's style remains much the same.
It is, perhaps, a little more straightforward, somewhat simpler. There are
not the long descriptive passages found in the other works. The activity
of the story is carried along without being too much padded in his leisure-
ly way. Still, bits of humor appear here and there, and it always seems
to be a slight chuckling against the omnipotence of the Prophet. Irving
tells of the Mohammedan c%endar which had to have added one intercalary
year at the end of each thirty-third year. There was no indication of
season, as each year began earlier by eleven days. As a result, during
the yearly pilgrimage to Mecca the half-naked garb might be worn in the
hottest summer or the coldest winter.
Thus Mahomet, though according to legendary history, he coxxld order
the moon from the firmament and make her revolve about the sacred
house, could not control her monthly revolutions; and found that the
science of numbers is superior even to the gift of prophecy, and sets
miracles at defiance.
10 I^.,p. 95.
11 Ibid
., p. 221.
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Irving completes the first part of the biography with a comprehensive
character analysis of Mahomet. He sympathized with the Christian elements
of the religion of Islam; he honored the religious simplicity of the man
who fought so earnestly to overcome idolatry; but, when fanatically the
soldiers of Islam were allowed to pillage, plunder, and slaughter, suppos-
edly for the purpose of conversion, but actually, as Irving felt, for
riches and power, he no longer approved of Mohammedanism.
Mahomet and His Successors
,
as a biography, does not rank so high
as his lives of Goldsmith, Columbus, or Washington. Yet it is easier read-
ing eind lighter despite its theme than either of the latter two historical
biographies.
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CHAPTER V
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
Besides the longer biographies already mentioned, Irving wrote
several sketches that appeared generally in magazine publications. The
sketches to be mentioned are divided into three parts: the first deals with
his naval heroes and appeared in the Analectic Magazine
.
a monthly period-
ical published in Phila$delphia and edited by Irving in 1813 anc^814, the
period in our history that our Navy showed itself worthy of acknowledgment
abroad; the second consists of two short lives, Thomas Campbell and
Washington Allston; the third is the life of Margaret Davidson, written at
the request of her mother to be an introduction to a collection of her
poems.
The naval biographies are pure patriotic essays appearing during
the time that the events occurred, 1813 and 1814 • They are not deep,
thoughtful lives, constructed and reconstructed to a perfect literary
style. They were written for the moment, hurriedly and sketchily, for
popular consumption. Indirectly each one of them was written to teach a
lesson—to moralize on the attitudes of the British Navy and the American
public. They are not great works, but they are interesting bits of lit-
erature. Irving's praise seems a little too profuse, his language a little
too flowery, but we must remember the psychology of war hysteria; and he
did try to take an objective view of each situation. His particular
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talent for writing description is apparent, for especial scenes are vividly
and realistically pictured. However, these sketches do not approach in
value his longer biographies; his research is trivial; his balance of facts
is uneven; and his moralizing is overdone.
These biographies include the lives of Captain James Lawrence,
Lieutenant Burrows, Commodore Perry, and Captain David Porter, The first
two officers died heroically, and the last two, at the time of writing,
were alive and heroes in the eyes of the American people,
Irving starts with the life of Captain Lawrence, well aware of the
pitfalls of pure eulogism. His first paragraph states:
To speak feelingly, yet temperately, of the merits of those who have
bravely fought and gloriously fallen in the service of their country,
is one of the most difficult tasks of a biographer. Filled with ad-
miration of their valor, and sorrow for their fate, we feel the im-
potency of our gratitude, in being able to reward such great sacrifices
with nothing but empty applause. We are apt, therefore, to be hurried
into a degree of eulogism, which however sincere and acknowledged at
the time, may be regarded as extravagant by the dispassionate eye of
after-years,^
He continues with a very sketchy life of the Captain, giving in
glowing terms his meritorious conduct as he works his way up the ladder of
naval rank, Irving recalls that "the harbor of Tripoli appears to have
been the school for our naval heroes,”^ After noting Captain Lawrence's
^ Washington Irving, Biographies and Miscellanies
,
edited by Pierre
M, Irving (New York: G, P, Putnam's Sons, Geoffrey Crayon Edition, Vol, XIX,
1866), p, 45.
2
Ibid ,
.
p, 48.
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service on several vessels, he arrives at the final and most detailed
command, the Chesapeake . Perhaps at that time there was some question as
to why Lawrence accepted the challenge of the Shannon . Irving gives the
reason, together with all kinds of premonitions and causes for the loss of
the battle, and impresses upon the public the intrepidity of the American
officer and the honor bestowed upon him by seasoned British officers at
his funeral.
The idea of Lawrence, cut down in the prime of his days, stretched
upon his deck, wrapped in the flag of his country,—that flag which he
had contributed to ennoble, and had died to defend,—is a picture that
will remain treasured up in the dearest recollections of every American.
His will form one of those talismanic names which every nation preserves
as watchwords of patriotism and valor.
^
Irving concludes this life by explaining Britain’s attitude toward
our Navy and the answer we were giving them in this War of 1812.
Lieutenant Burrow’s story was short. Not many facts are given
about his early life; Irving, however, goes into considerable detail in
describing the meeting between the Enterprise and the Boxer
.
Again he
stresses the bravery and modesty of an American officer. The author la-
ments the Lieutenant’s death at a youthful age, twenty-nine years, reasons
that had he survived he would have been raised to greater importance and
usefulness, and concludes that ”He had attained the bright object of his
wishes, and died in the full fruition of the warrior’s hope, with the
shouts of victory still sounding in his ears."^
^ Ibid., p. 66.
^ Ibid
.
.
p. 86.
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Commodore Perry is treated much more completely, but before starting
his eulogy, Irving takes several paragraphs to lecture on the evils of
excessive boasting and of casting derogatory remarks against the British.
He maintains that pride in victories is permissible, that sorrow in defeat
is natural, that sneering at the enemy, who is, in spite of temporary
hostility, to be honored and admired, is out of p<>lace and out of keeping
with the modesties and feelings of our naval officers who grant them respect
and honor and treat them courteously after defeat.
Oliver Perry was brought up in the Navy and was Navy all his life.
According to Irving he was too young to have had an opportunity to dis-
tinguish himself at Tripoli, yet Irving has just told us that Lieutenant
Burrows, bom the same year, 1785, had distinguished himself in that same
war. After mentioning several of his commands, Irving gets to the crux of
r
the biography—the Battle on Lake Erie, For the first time, the author goes
into detail as to the number of ships, giins, and men both sides had. He
writes especially that the British had sixty-three guns to our fifty-four.
With a good adventurous style he gives a colorful, vivid picture of the
encounter between the two factions. He lauds the excessive courage of the
Commodore, who left his disabled ship for another and so turned the tide of
battle. Evidence of courtesy and care bestowed by Perry on the surrendered
enemy is given in detail. Because Irving must have been smarting from
some remark that our victories may have been due to luck or numbers, he
says:
In this battle, we trust, incontrovertible proof is given, if such
proof is really wanted, that the success of our Navy does not arise
from chance, or superiority of force; but from the cool, deliberate
_
.
_ _
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courage, the intelligent minds and naval skill of our officers, the
spirit of our seamen, and the excellent discipline of our ships; from
principles, in short, \diich must insure a frequency of prosperous
results, and give permanency to the reputation we have acqxiired,^
a
He cites Perry’s letter announcing the news of victory as simple, mosest,
and moderate. He wishes that the art of letter writing might be given to
the military men, for he is "tired of the valor of the pen, and the victor-
ies of the ink-hom,"^
Irving attempts a bit of prophecy at the end of this biography:
The peal of war has once more sounded on that lake jErie^, but
probably will never sound again. The last war of cannonary that died
along her shores was the expiring note of British dominion. Those vast
internal seas will, perhaps, never again be the separating space be-
tween contending nations; but will be enbosomed within a mighty empire;
and this victory, which decided their fate, will stand unrivalled and
alone, deriving luster and perpetuity from its singleness,'
Captain David Porter, who in his single ship inflicted more injury
on the commerce of the British than all the rest of the Navy put together,
is the last naval hero of this section. As in the other lives he gives a
sketchy life and concentrates on one particular event—a defeat surpris-
ingly, Irving had his reason for this, for he mentions that after the
affair of the Argus and Pelican it was said that our sailors were brave
only when winning and unhurt, and that any sight of slaughter turned them
cowards
,
In this battle between the Phoebe and the Essex it has been proved
that they are eapable of the highest exercise of courage,—that of
standing unmoved among incessant carnage, without being able to return
^ Ibid ,
.
p, 105.
^ Ibid ,
.
p, 109,
^ Ibid ,
.
p. 111 ,
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a shot, and destitute of a hope of ultimate success.®
This unequal battle, a battle for which Iirving feels it necessary to
apologize for the unchivalrous attack of the British commander, gives
Irving a good chance to show his literary ability; it appealed to the ro-
mantic, the chivalric in him. The battle was forced upon Porter in neutral
waters, not that the Captain was afraid to fight, but was, at that time,
unready as he was repairing damages done to his ship by a storm. The men
and officers acquitted themselves with supreme courage as the British stood
off and coldly and systematically cut them to pieces. When the Captain
finally ordered the surrender, out of two hundred fifty-five men, one
hundred fifty-four were killed, missing, or severely wounded.
She jjthe Bssexl was completely cut to pieces, and so covered with
,
the dead and dying, with mangled limbs, with brains and blood, and all
the ghastly images of pain and death, that the officer who came on
board to take possession of her, though accustomed to scenes of slaugh-
ter, was struck with sickening horror, and fainted at the shocking
spectacle.
9
Irving is not above writing occasionally a little sensationalism to whet
the interest of his reading public. But in all fairness, the author gives
a detailed account of the kindness and care afforded the defeated Americans
by Commodore Hillyer. The prisoners were paroled and sent to the United
States. When at their arrival off New York the passport given by the
British officer was questioned. Porter took back his parole, and next day
made his escape to Long Island, thirty miles away. He was accorded a
® Ibid., p. 138.
^ Ibid
., p. 137.
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colorful reception in New York City, and, as Irving concludes:
His last action, also, though it terminated in the loss of his
frigate, can scarcely be considered as lanfortunate, inasmuch as it has
given a brilliancy to his own reputation, and wreathed fresh honors
around the name of the American sailor. 1(5
The first life in the second part of the minor biographical sketch-
es Hs that of Thomas Campbell. The set-up of his life in the Geoffrey
Crayon edition is peculiar and interesting. It has two sections: the first
is the 1815 revision of the original sketch written in 1810; the second is
a letter about the poet written by Irving after the death of Campbell in
1844* The biography was published as a preface to an edition of Campbell's
poems printed in Philadelphia. Irving introduces the life with the idea
that all too often a great writer does not receive well-deserved fame until
his death. He concludes that the knowledge of a person tends to lessen the ^
value of his works in the eyes of the public. The living authors of
Europe are not so handicapped in America as those in our country because
the ocean acts almost as a grave between their lives and their works.
He apologizes for the lack of facts in his life sketch of Campbell and
states that it actually contains all the information he could collect
"concerning a British poet of rare and exquisite endowments
.
The life is very sketchy; Irving gives much criticism of the poems
of Thomas Campbell, taking especisd notice of his "(Gertrude of Wyoming".
Reference to the poem enables Irving to comment on the fact that few
Ibid
., p. 140.
Ibid *, p. 143.
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Europeans vrrite of America as it really is. Too often the British press
I
prints derogatory remarks about our coimtry and our writers. He feels
that such opposition on their part goes against their reputation and
magnanimity. Irving continues to praise '‘Gertrude'’ and looks forward to
even greater works by this British poet.
Following the completed sketch, Pierre Irving, a nephew of the
author, inserted a note saying that after the death of Campbell in 1844,
Harper and Brothers were reprinting for America the biography of the poet
by Dr. Beattie. They submitted proof sheets to Washington Irving and
suggested that a letter by him would be acceptable as an introduction to
the American publication.
Irving wrote the letter, telling of his acquaintance with Thomas
Campbell, who received his' as a fibend after the aforesaid sketch was
12published, "slight and imperfect" as Irving felt it to be. He told how
he, Scott, and others were disappointed in Campbell's work, in the infer-
iority complex that kept him from writing the great poems they felt him
capable of doing. Campbell did not favorably impress Irving as a person
at that time, but after reading Beattie's biography, Irving took the
occasion to recant publicly the erroneous opinion of the poet that he once
entertained. He felt that the biography showed "the poe"'’t's moral worth
to be fully equal to his exalted genius.
The sketch that Irving wrote is of no literary value; it was written
12 Ibid
., p. 167.
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as a task^and his heart was not in the work. Yet, the consequent letter is
interesting in that it shows the type of man that Irving was, a man famous
on both sides of the Atlantic, who was fair enough to apologize publicly
for anything he may have said about the poet because he did not care for
him personally, not knowing the underlying causes for his actions. The
life does not further the literary reputation of Washington Irving, but
the letter increases the esteem one has for this New York gentleman.
"Washington Allston" is merely a short account of Irving’s friend-
ship with the artist who might have made a great name for himself if he
had stayed in England, where he was popular and where he had been unan-
imously elected to the Royal Academy, After his return to America,
Allston apparently did little and achieved no fame of any importance. But
Irving recalls him as one of the "purest, noblest, and most intellectual
beings that ever honored me with his friendship. The work as a bio-
graphical sketch is worthless. We feel that Irving, by writing this at
the death of his friend, was trying to assure Allston some fame, at least,
in his native country, fame that he had been unable to Achieve for himself.
As it has been previously stated, the memoir of Margaret Miller
Davidson was written in I84O at the request of her mother to preface a
collection of the daughter's poems. Mrs. Davidson, to help Irving in his
task, wrote in great detail incidents, conversations, letters, and a
character analysis of her daughter. She aaso sent copies of poems written
at various ages by Margaret to illustrate anecdotes. So complete were the
14 Ibid
.
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memoranda that with the exception of the introduction and the conclusion
the work is really that of the mother. Naturally, then, the style is
extremely eulogistic. The child was precocious, loveable, religious,
patient, and thoughtful. We learn that at an early age she contracted the
disease that killed her sister. The mother's feelings are anxious and
poignant as she watches her idolized daughter slip away from her to die
at the age of fifteen. There was a close bond between the invalid mother
and the dying child, a bond that is obvious to the reader. So well does
the mother know and understand the innermost feelings of her daughter, so
well does she express them that Irving has very sensibly and diplomatically
edited them as given to him.
He concludes the memoir by saying that it was a mere
transcript of records furnished by a mother's heart. We shall not
pretend to comment on these records; they need no comment, and they
need no heightening. Indeed, the farther we have proceeded with our
subject, the more has the intellectual beauty and the seraphic purity
of the little being we have attempted to commemorate broken upon us.
and the more have we shrunk at our own unworthiness of such a task,^^
"Margaret Davidson" has been included among the short biographies of
Irving because it is accredited to him, but, as we have seen, it can hardly
be called one of his own creations.
In later years, Irving himself was not especially proud of these
literary attempts, so that few are the editions that contain any or all of
these short lives. Still they show us characteristics of the man, Irving,
His fervent patriotism, intense but temporary, is clearly depicted in his
naval biographies. His desire not to hurt the feelings of others, his
Ibid., p. 359.
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inability to give keen strokes of criticism are revealed in "Thomas Camp-
bell". Proof of Washington Irving's sympathy for his fellowmen, his loy-
alty to friends is his sketch of Washington Allston. That side of Irving
that leans toward sentimentality is most noticeable in the brief life of
Margaret Davidson, a work very popular in its own day. In short, though
these biographical contributions are practically worthless from a literary
point of view, they do reveal inner qualities of the author.
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CHAPTER VI
LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
When Irving was to be baptised in April, 1783, his mother remarked
that Washington's work was done and that the child should be named after
him. His name, therefore, was a means of an early introduction to the
famous man when he entered New York City as the first President of the
United States, A young Scotch servant, impressed by the welcome given
Washington, determined to present the boy. So, one morning she followed
the President into a shop and pointing to the child said, "Please, your
honor, here's a bairn was named after you." Lizzie felt that such a claim
could not be ignored, and it wasn't, for Washington placed his hand on the
child's head and gave him his blessing. Although young Irving was only six
years old at the time, he was so much impressed by the incident that he
always remembered it.
For years Irving had planned someday to write the biography of the
hero of his boyhood. He actually started the work before going to his dip-
lomatic post in Spain, but it was put aside. In the meantime, too, he pub-
lished two of his biographies. Life of Oliver Goldsmith and Mahomet and His
Successors , After his return to America he settled doen to research and
writing so that in a period of five years, 1855-1859, he published five
volumes of his Life of George Washington
.
which was completed only a few
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months before his death. It was a tremendous work begun with intense
enthusiasm, but with age and illness weighing him down, it became a burden-
some task. Even in the delirium toward the end of his life, he was im-
pressed with the idea that he had a big book to write before he could sleep.
Despite the large amount of research, the infirmity of health, and the
pressure under which he wrote, especially during the last two volumes,
Irving's biography of Washington is considered to be one of the three out-
standing lives of Washington written by Americans. Before discussing this
biography, however, we shall give a short explanation of several such lives
that appeared in the early part of the nineteenth century, before the
appearance of Irving's final literary work.
At the death of the greatest man in the nation, naturally many
sketches and biographies of his life appeared before the reading public.
The first important writer of nineteenth century biography was Mason Locke
Weems, better known as Parson Weems, Today he is not rated as an important
biographer; in fact, some believe he is not even a biographer. But what-
ever his position in that field, he has had a great influence on the minds
of authors and readers alike, even to the present day.
Parson Weems was an interesting person, a clergyman without a
parish, the first and greatest of American book agents. In his "peddling"
about the country he grew to know the people, their customs, their interest
in reading, and their feelings. Although he wrote four "biographies" al-
together—Franklin, Marion, Penn, and Washington—his first and best known
was the pamphlet on the life of Washington.
It is, of course, his Washington that interests us at the moment.
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Weems knew Washington personally; he had visited at Mount Vernon; and, on
the other hand, he understood the American people. Therefore, he wrote a
eulogy of Washington, touching the high spots in the man's career without
regard for the time element or occasionally for the sequence of events.
As he wrote his various editions, he added many of his anecdotes that are
entirely fictitious, but intensely interesting and still recounted today.
The greatest of these is probably the hatchet-cherry tree episode know to
all American children and cited as a lesson in honesty. Although Weems
was untruthful in stating his facts, he did not set out to accomplish this
for any malicious purpose. His reason for w%ting this life was to show
that honesty and justice are prime virtues of great men. Since Washington
was a hero of the American people, his was the life to teach these virtues.
Along with his eulogy he presented facts hitherto unknown to the populace,
Weems might be considered the forerunner to the fictional biographer or
even a late writer of saints' lives.
The next biographer of Washington was John Marshall, Chief Justice
of the United States Supreme Court. His work is highly didactic, extremely
political and historical, and his hero, Washington, often gets entirely
lost among the chapters. The time element, just as it is in the work of
Weems, is completely unbalanced. The book is interesting to those whose
field of study is the political parties of early America, but it is not a
good biography and has never been particularly popular.
There were two other lives of minor quality to appear about the same
time, but the Life and il^itings of George Washington (1B35) by Jared Sparks
was the most popular after that of Weems, It continues on the plan of the
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former, being pure eulogy and making Washington a perfect example of the
best qualities in man, but it does drop out some of the moral "examples’*
of these virtues and is somewhat more realistic.
However, it was Washington Irving who wrote the first really good
and more impartial biography of Washington. He investigated and used the
archives of the State Department and letters extant at that time. He
visited Sulgrave Manor in England and the various battle fields in America.
He based some of his ideas on Sparks's book, but they were selected one^.
He has given the public a well-rounded, human picture of a man who up to
that time had been presented as a veritable saint. As a result of his
careful research, Irving's Washington is still considered a good source
book for information about our first President.
Edward O'Neill, in looking back over the numerous "lives" that have
appeared, has chosen three outstanding biographies, three entirely differ-
ent approaches, as being the best to have been compiled; they are the lives
written by Washington Irving, Woodrow Wilson, and Rupert Hughes,^
Irving, as we have already noted, spent years in checking his mater-
ial before attempting his work. He had a set plan and followed it carefxil-
ly. This was not and could not be a sketch dashed off as was the Life of
Oliver Goldsmith
.
He planned to write a biography and by choosing this
man to write about, he had to consider history as well. So carefully
planned and so well-balanced is the work that the historical background
does not overshadow the biographical. He did not, as did Marshall, lose
^ Edward H. O'Neill, History of American Bioi^aphy (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1935 ), PP* 155-173 #
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his hero; any historical action regardless of detail or apparent irrelevence
can be traced to the influence of Washington whether he appeared or not.
Though a biography, and of course admitting of familiar anecdote,
excursive digression, and a flexible texture of narrative, yet, for
the most part it is essentially historic. Washington,^ had, in fact,
very little private life, but was essentially a public character.
^
The work is truly classified as an historical biography, an outstanding
example for the nineteenth century.
Irving divided his work carefully and logically; each is a volume of
about five hundred pages. The first volume starts with the history of the
Washington family and concludes with his taking command of the Army and
with the Battle of Bvinker Hillj the second includes the incidents through
the capture of Trenton; the third goes as far as the opening of the final
campaign in the South; the fourth concludes with his inauguration as
President of the United States; and the last volume has in it an appendix
with information about the portraits of Washington, his will, and his
"Farewell Address".
Irving had among his other reasons for writing his Life of George
Washington the desire to correct some of the misconceived notions that
the public were entertaining about our first President—ideas that had
been given them by the very popular Parson Weems.
The author presents information in great detail and has been im-
partial in his dealing with what was to the American people an important
event in history. Feeling naturally ran high in his day, for people were
^ Washington Irving, Life of George Washington (New York: G. P.
Putnam and Company, Vols. 5 , 185677 P« vi, preface, Vol. I.
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still verbally fighting the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812. Irving
in all fairness gives credit where credit is due, and he maintains an
honest admiration for a brave and many times chivalrous enemy. When he so
vividly tells of the Battle of Yorktown, previous to the capitulation of
the enemy, he mentions that Cornwallis had not perceived his danger until
it was too late. The British general wrote to Sir Henry Clinton at New
York, advised him of his peril, but did not recommend that he jciinto^
send the fleet and army because it was too great a risk to them. Irving
concludes with a statement, naming it a "generous abnegation of self on the
part of the beleaguered commander."^ Irving had done much by his other
writings to unite the two countries, America and iCngland, and this work
certainly did not widen the breach.
His style of writing in this biography, according to S. T. Williams
and others, is weaker.^ Certainly he has not the long descriptive pass-
ages that appeared in previous biographies; surely the style is not so
leisurely. In his handling of the war years, in particular, he uses a
faster moving style which is more effective for the type of topic with
which he is dealing. His last volume does drag and appear tame, but we
can overlook that to a certain extent when we consider his age and remember
the earlier volumes. And, yet, despite his years, he has not lost the
touch of presenting graphic pictures. In speaking of the Battle of York-
^ Ibid .. Vol. IV, p. 349.
4 Stanley T. Williams, The Life of Washington Irving (New York:
Oxford University Press, London: Hximphrey Milford, Vols. 2, 1935),
p. 205, Vol. II.
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town, he says:
The Charon, a forty-four giin ship, and three large transports, were
set on fire by them £the shelling from the French batteriesj. The
flames ran up the rigging to the tops of the masts. The conflagration,
seen in the darkness of the night, with the accompanying flash and
thundering of cannon, and bursting of shells; and the tremendous ex-
plosions of the ships, all presented a scene of mingled magnificence
and horror. 5
With all the many side topics, the many campaigns that he is ex-
plaining, Irving never leaves any loose ends. Each one is brought to its
triumphant or tragic conclusion. He does not lose trace of even the minor
characters. For instance, in the early part of the Revolutionary War,
Knox, vrtio is unknown and insignificant then, goes for some heavy artillery
in northern New York; many pages of battles, advances, and retreats are
covered, but Irving gets him back with the guns. Not only does he keep
track of all his men, but if they no longer fight or have active connection
with Washington, he explains in a footnote what eventually happens, as he
did with that soldier of fortune. General Conway.
His historical treatment is especially well done. Among the events
that stand out are those of Braddock's Defeat, the Battle of Bunker Hill,
the battles with Burgoyne in New York, and finally the treachery of
Benedict Arnold.
Irving is by far much stronger in his character development than in
any other element. Obviously the most complete sketch is that of George
Washington, His treatment is somewhat eulogistic, but the laudation is
concentrated at the end of the biography. Rarely does Irving put in his
5 Washington Irving, 0£. cit . . Vol. IV, p. 345 .
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ovm reaction to any event. He has actually done as he said in his last
volume
:
We have avoided rhetorical amplification and embellishments, and all
gratuitous assumptions, and have sought, by simple and truthful details
to give his Washington's character an opportunity for developing it-
self, and of manifesting those fixed principles and that noble con-
sistency which reigned alike throughout his civil and military career,”
Only in the last two pages does Irving say anything of the greatness of
Washington, and then he concludes the life with a quoted eulogy from an-
other source, the British statesman. Lord Broughmi.
One of the few examples of personal feeling on the part of the author
appears when he uses a characteristic of Washington as a lesson to public
officials:
The schedule of his public account furnishes not the least among
the many noble and impressive lessons, taught by his character and
example. It stands a touchstone of honesty in office, and a lasting
rebuke on that lavish expenditure of the public money, too often heed-
lessly, if not wilfully, indulged by military commanders.
7
And it is not only characteristics of the General, but of other people that
he cites as moral lessons. When General Schuyler was being criticized so
imfavorably by so many factions, they used his "politeness” to prisoners
as an example of incompetence on his part. Irving inserts the following
remark
:
If his courtesy was imposed upon, it only proved that, incapable of
doubledealing himself, he suspected it not in others. All generous
natures are liable to imposition; their warm impulses being too quick
^ Vol, V, p. 301.
Ibid
. .
Vol. IV, p. 409.
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for selfish caution. It is the cold, the calculating, and the mean,
whose distrustful wariness is never taken in.°
Just as in all of his previous writings, he has no good to say of
anyone who is hectoring or causing trouble for his heroes. In this bio-
graphy he dislikes the actions of Philip Freneau, who was secretary to
Thomas Jefferson as well as editor of a paper which continually berated
the government officials. With a sharp word for Freneau and an indirect
hit at Jefferson, Irving writes:
It appears to us rather an ungracious detennination on the part of
Jefferson, to keep the barking cur in his employ, when he found him
[Freneau] annoying to the chief, whom he professed, and we believe with
sincerity to revere. Neither are his reasons for so doing satisfactory,
savoring as they do, of those strong political suspicions already
noticed.
9
Irving also gets disgusted with the open jealousy over promotions, as well
as with the bickering among the sectional militia. Many a biattle was lost;
many a good leader left the army because of these Aaces. But Irving reach-
es the height of a fiction writer's art when he deals with Benedict Arnold.
He anticipates the betrayal when he writes of Arnold at the walls of Quebec,
where with only five hundred men capable of fighting, he refused to leave
the site.
Happy for him had he fallen at that moment.—Happy for him had he
found a soldier's and a patriot's grave, beneath the rock-built wall of
Quebec, Those walls would have remained enduring monuments of his re-
nown, His name, like that of Montgomery, would have been treasured up
among the dearest though most mournful recollections of his country.
^ Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 98-99*
9 Ibid .. Vol. V, p, 154.
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and that coiintry would have been spared the single traitorous blot
that dims the bright page of its revolutionary history.10
The meeting between Major Andre and Arnold, tha capture of Andre, and the
subsequent execution were especially well-handled. His sympathetic treat-
ment was not overdone; the justice of the verijdct, the reluctance of the
American officials to see him die are interesting items. The excited and
exciting preparations that Arnold made, and his escape just as Washington
and his aides were arriving follow the tenets of romantic fiction—but they
were true. In referring to Arnold’s flight, the author says:
In the meantime, Arnold, panic-stricken, had sped his caitiff flight
through the Highlands; infamy howling in his rear; arrest threatening
him in the advance; a fugitive past the post which he had recently
commanded; shrinking at the sight of that flag which hitherto it had
been his glory to defend I Alas I how changed from Arnold, who, but two
years previously, when repulsed, wounded, and crippled, before the
walls of Quebec, could write proudly from a shattered camp, ” I am in
the way of my duty, and I have no fear
I
We also get in this biography the little human touches of his
characters to show us that in spite of their greatness they are men and
women like other men and women in the Americas, In the midst of the war
and worries, Wahington was consemed about Mrs. Washington, who had never
been inoculated for smallpox, and he ’’was relieved, therefore, by her sub-
mitting to inoculation during their sojourn in Philadelphia, and having
a very favorable time. "12
10 Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 151.
Ibid .. Vol. IV, p. 123.
^ Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 211.
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John Marshall's Washington was a mere puppet, an inhuman being who would
not have bothered with this homey touch. Or perhaps we could better say
that Marshall would never have bothered with such a trivial comment.
One of the incidents interesting to us today is the famous Paul
Revere 's ride. No one can forget or can be imimpressed by the significance
of this celebrated ride, to which Irving also refers. However, he tosses
the incident aside with a mere; "Dr. Warren sent off two messengers by
different routes to give the alarm that the King's troops were actually
sallying forth. "^3 So does time change points of view. We recall that
incident, but how many remember that Montgomery who fell at Quebec, a man
that Irving said would live in the minds and hearts of all Americans
forever
I
Together with the military detail, the statistical exactness, Irving
inserts humor. It is not always his own humor, but that of the men them-
selves. On one occasion when the men were storming Stony Point in a vital
batUe, "Mad Anthony" Wayne explained the situation, adding, "Not a dog
barked to give the alarm—all the dogs in the neighborhood had been private-
ly destroyed beforehsind
. The distributing of shares of land in the Ohio
Valley to the vrtiite men gave the author a chance to exhibit his own brand
of humor. An old Delaware sachem, meeting Mr. Gest surveying for the
Ohio Company
propounded a somewhat puzzling question. "The French," said he, "claim
13 I^., Vol. I, p. 391.
Vol. Ill, p. 467.
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all the land on one side of the Ohio, the English claim all the land
on the other side—now where does the Indians' land lie?"
Poor savages I Between their "fathers", the French, and their "brothersjj
the English, they were in a fast way of being most lovingly shared out
j
of the whole country.^5 i
1
This Life of George Washington was the most ambitious attempt that
Irving made in the literary field, and it was the work of his old age.
Many people consider the work exhausting and tame and feel that it is not
the type of topic suitable to the particular genius of Washington Irving.
He lost in this work the charm and felicity of style that are so character-
istic of his earlier writings. We agree that it has not the leisurely
style of previous works, but for this historical biography a faster moving
style is to be preferred. We agree that it is old-fashioned and conven-
tional and somewhat partisan, but it is more than that. As far as possible,
Irving has kept a straight account of Washington's life with a few needed
deviations. The work is essentially, basically true, and the one require-
ment of modern biography is truth . Since 1855-1859 much more information
has been found about Washington, but what Irving has compiled cannot be
ignored.
Irving has been as impartial as possible in his treatment of the
War, world problems, and politics. He has calmly and sincerely drawn his
picture of George Washington, and albeit with an exalted tone, yet with a
human touch. For the period in which he wrote, Irving did an excellent
piece of work, and as a result, was widely read.
15 Ibid
.. Vol. I, p. 57
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We must remember the demands of the biography reading public of
the nineteenth century, who "wanted the traditional aspects of the great
16
figures of the world told in genteel language", when we judge this out-
standing accomplishment. Too, we must remember that it is rated by some
modem critics as one of the three best biographies of Washington and still
a good source book.
Edward H, 0'Nei!Ll, History of Americ^ Biography (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1935), p, 166.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Althoiigh after a century Washington Irving is remembered for scat-
tered tales from The Knickerbocker History and the Alhambra , he is generalljl
unknown to the American people as a biographer. In this day when bio-
graphy is demanded by the reading public, it is rather astonishing to find
so few who have ever read even one of his three best biographies, those of
Columbus, Goldsmith, and Washington. It is a known fact that in times of
stress and crisis people turn for help in solving their own problems to
biographies of men who have previously met the same situations. However,
the public turns primarily to modem biographers who, in some contrast to
Irving, have a more scholarly and scientific approach, a more objective
and impartial treatment, and a more complete picture of the whole. One
feels in reading lives written by such biographers that one can accept what
is written and gain much from the work. But Irving’s reputation does not
derive from his ability as a realistic biographer, and consequently the
modem reader fails to turn to his biographies for help in their own
problems. Yet, to judge Irving by modern standards is not entirely fair,
for in his own age the publication of each of his biographical works was
eagerly accepted by an enthusiastic public; each new life was lauded by
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such well-known contemporaries as Prescott^, Bryant^, and Bllery Channing^.
And we in our own day can gain from Irving, the biographer, an understand-
ing of his age, of the man Irving, as well as of the men he dealt with
however unobjectively. In reading him, we may judge his relationship to
contemporary biography; we may learn to what extent he told his age the
truth about his fellowmen. We may consider the quality of his scholar-
ship and of his style, the method of his character development, the nature
of his settings. In short ,today's critic may learn much in the appraisal
of yesterday's successful author.
Although the nineteenth century public required of biography a less
realistic appraisal of their subject than we do now, they still wanted the
truth. Irving, in spite of his several faults, held strictly to the truth
as far as he went. Unlike Parson Weems, who deliberately invented anec-
dotes to serve as morals and lessons of virtue, he introduced instead with
the skill of the fiction writer incidents that he could prove were true.
If he did not go far enough in creating a full, realistic picture, if he
gave us sketches rather than the more complete portraits which we expect
today, we must credit it to the undeveloped scholarship of America a
century ago.
1 Stanley T. Williams, The Life of Washington Irving (New York:
Oxford University Press. London: Humphrey Milford, Vols, 2, 1935),
pp. 20A, 238, 333, Vol, II.
2 Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 297.
3 Ibid .. Vol. II, p. 223.
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Was Irving the scholar that he enjoyed thinking he was? Stanley T.
Willaims, the acknowledged standard authority on Irving, treats contemp-
tuously the two years of work that Irving devoted to his life of Columbus.
I
jl Yet, though he used much material compiled over a period of thirty years
' by the Spanish historian, Navarrete, those two years were packed with
scholarly research and yielded three new sources of information. One might
remind Mr. Willaims that a prime factor of scholarship is the ability to
r
I
search out and make creative use of pertinent source material. Again, Mr.
i
Williams, taking the modem point of view, feels that Irving committed a
il
[.
serious misdemeanor by failing to acknowledge more fully his considerable
, debt to Navarrete. One must remember that token acknowledgments such as
,j
Irving made in his Columbus preface were the custom years ago, and that the
|1
’! Spaniard himself, as we may gather from the introduction to his third work,
felt that the "erudite" Irving had done scholarship a signal favor by his
use of the material. Then too, Irving has included in his biographies of
Columbus and Washington many maps, charts, and sketches to give visual aid
to the more scholarly reader in picturing the marches, voyages, and battles
j
of the historical biographies. Yet Irving's scholarship is not selective
enough to be wholly erudite. He has taken unnecessary notes, some of in-
ii terest, others not, and both types are inflicted on his readers in the
I
!
copious appendices to his volumes. For his day Irving, no doubt, was con-
I
sidered scholarly. Perhaps today's critic, judging that his scholarship is
not selective, would hesitate to accord him the honor.
;[
Perhaps one of the strongest considerations in defense of Irving's
S8
.T velofiie ?&sw ari ?^abtnldJ ven^o(,na »ii j£uiJ 't«XoH?c arii j^nini e£W
-qiT»©Jnoo ej£©*ii ^gffivtl no \ixiori.^ws iyxjbbn^de banbolworvlos oriJ ,aini:BXiiW
.audinuXoG *io alii elfi t*a^ovoJb gnivil iari^ :^^ow to sise^ erii ^Xsi/ou^
^
&ru5&Y, riJnxiiJ' 'lo boi:*:oq jb *r©vo boXxqmoo Xex'ia^jt.ai doum boeu eti ri3i/orii jj’slf
i
fld’xw Jb©i(oflq 9i»w 3t:£5^ ©eoriJ ^ ©^teTciEVsH ,nBxioc^8Xfl rfex^qS sri;t ^d
Jrisxffl enO .noxdB^inolnx to seo'woa wen oo'ido hecJoXx. t>ns> doiBBaat ’'^X‘tBlorfoa
y
oJ '^dXIide »fis/ ax qiriaijBlorios to lodoBt aminq b .Jarfd amjfcelCx.. .^M bniinoT:
.'xH .lax'iadjBm aoquoe Jfi^^xd^eq to aeu eviJBoio sjIbs! baa Jiro liotsaa
I B boJ;fjbrmoo JBdJ alset ^woiv to Xnxoq mafoom arid §nx>(Bd ,siruiiXXXW
©IdBisbienoo exil x-^Xi/'i eiofo S3Doiwonifo£ od ^nxliat ^d icfieemebBiin 8yoix6S
;
|! as ilooe ednoni^baivifoi'oiox nsyioS Jui^ ^adiaamoi iojis. ©nO .oda-nBVBK oi ctdab
©rid darid b/iB ^03© aiodeiio orid &tsw eoBt&'iq eudjnx*IoO airi nx objsrn §nXviI
^jiiow trjxrid ajLri od noidDlibc^dnx arid moit -leridaq \e.m ew an in£xn«qS
eXii *iovftt ijingie £ qxrie’iBXoiioe snob bar! gnivql "sdxbtms” arid daild dial ,.
to 8aif^q£^3oid exn nX bobt/Xnnx ejari 3nxv*xl ,ood nsriT . Xax'isdtJG arid to saw
bis Xsiftxv a /is od aerioda><8 bne ^ednario ^aqain yjtmp nodsxiirisaW bnc RsidmloO
aeXddad bus ,eas£xov j earioiam arid gnxuudoiq nl i&Lea'i ^Xialorios ato® arid od
avldoolaa don eX oXrieTxXorioe e’^nivil deY . seXriqB*J3oJ:d XenXiodaXri ariJ to
-XXX to SXK08 ^Bsdon xiBaeeoonnv xis>lBd eiiri oK .sdibina ^XXcriw ad od rfsi/one
arid nX e-rsbasn aXri no bedoiXtxix &*ib saq^d ridod bn« ,,don eiarido ^dasied
-noo 8BW ,ddi/ob on ^^snXviI ^Bb aXri lo'^ .Bomnlov eXri od eaoibnaqqB Bifol.qoo <
ei qlrie'iBlorioe aXri dBild snXsbi;{, ,oXdx'io a'^Bbod aqBriia^ .-^jXiBXorioe baiabxa
• lonori orid mXri b^cooB od adsdiesxl bXtfdw ^svjtdoaXaa don ^
•V
a'griivil to aenatab xii cnoxdjb*iebxsnoo daosnoide arid to ano aqaiina*!
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ability as a biographer is the fluent and effective style of writing for
4
which he became famous in his fiction. There is the same balanced,
leisurely flow of words that one associates with Irving, the narrator. His
vocabulary is superlative; his Flaubertine ability to choose the apt word
is obvious. Vividly and realistically Irving describes his settings, using
the minute detail he made populat in "Rip Van Winkle", Also the subtle
humor for which the public looked in his tales characterizes the biograph-
ical studies, n&tably that of Goldsmith, the least historical, perhaps the
most literary of them all. On the other hand, too rarely is the serenity
of style broken by the splashes of irony that added zest to the historical
<
biographies, Tof cautiously he uses the condiment of stark realism as
occasional sauce for such weighty works as the biography of Columbus, He
tells his readers that he feels one should not give too graphic an account
of the tortures of the Indians, Objectivity in Irving is rare. The
idealistic charm that colors his style becomes at times a little cloying.
In delineating his biographical characters, Irving makes certain
characteristic gestures. The men he recreates are neither portraits nor
caricatures. Their classification lies at a point between. More thorough-
ness, greater realism, a higher degree of objectivity must have made his
people more understandable to us today, Irving’s eulogistic treatment of
his main characters results in a partial eclipse of their total natures;
From the periodicals listed in the Bibliography some information
about Irving's style in fiction and Irving's personal character was ob-
tained, but there was no material pertinent to Irving as a biographer.
Consequently footnotes from these sources have not been necessary.
Tol gniviTw 'io sylioills dop. insiill ei i&rfqB'i^old £ tr 'iSitidP
A
,b$ofxfilBd &11&U arict ai siaril .nciJox'i aixl ni ei/cim.l aiu&Dscf eri rfoiriw
axil sfid
, 3flXv-ii ri^+xw eaJ-jGxoose®. tno Jx.riJ elrrow lo wcH xle-ri/si®!
bTow- Jqc arivJ aeocilo oJ T^Jilids s/ild^sdnf 1*5 aixi javlisl'ieojia ei \;TX.U/<jx»ov
SnXBu sixf eodlioaeh ^niviT xXxxaxJaxLsd'i bne xlpsvxV .ejjoxvdo ai
slidjje. end oalA .’’sliinlW' oeV qih” rii ixiluqoQ obBm ari IXsdab aduniai arid
-riqB'Tgoxd arid a82x*iadaB*iBdo asiBd &iri al bo^ool ollduq sriJ riolrfw to^ 'lomori
3rid aqBiiiaq , iBoiicjexri deBOl add .ridiwBDlot; lo'dsiU xld&dMn ^saXtuda Ibox
:
^d-insisa arfd ex 'ilsici oo^ ^briBri isriio arid nO .lie .Tiarid lo \,Ttsn©dxl dec^
iBOXxodsJtri srid ori daas bobfcB dxrid '^ncni 'lo Rariaxlqe arid '^d na^foid al^de lo
i \
V
8B mairBai ^isde lo dnsurxbfioo arid eaei; ari \;IeLfoldyfio .oT . asiriqBi3oxd
eli .ajjOjiaXoj lo ^dqBTgoid arid bb b>1*iow '^dri^Iaw rioijs *iol aoi/Be L&noxeBooo
dm/ooos CIS Dxriqc'is ood avi^ don bixfcria ano elaal ©ri dsrid aiaoBan aid ailed i!
•i
\
a.iT .s'lB'j ei ^rxvRl ni >(;dJ:vxdO'd{;,d0 .enfixOiil arid lo aaiirdTOd arid lo
j
.^nbcoio aIdJil b earid de esxaooaci aXv;de airi anoXoo dBrid iCtBrio DiJallBobd \
^iBd^eo ^nx/nl ^aTadoBiBrio Xaoirfqiii^oid exri ^nxdBanJtlab ol
. j
ion ed^Tdioq leridion btb sadBO'ioo'i art uem ariT .Baiwdaa^ oxisi.'yaJos'iBrio
,
\
-ri'^jjcnorld ©noM .na&wdad dnxoq « dB eexl noXdBOxlxesBXo ixariT .ae'u/Jaoi'iBo
eXii abBBt nvijfl denm x^iviJoeldo lo aeigeb Tariairi b ,raBXlBax ladBai^ ,88an
I
lo dnarndBaid axdex^oix/a e'niiivnl ,\Bbod au od aXdBbnBdeiabm; enom eXqooq ,
•fyiuJsa Xfidod liarld lo aeqiXoo iBddiBq b nl edltiaei ttiadafiBrio njUa ©xrl i
ncidPffl'Xolnt amoc arid nx badail alsoxboxRaq arid iu<rx'?
-do esw a&doBiBrio Xfnoe^^^q a';jjnjrv*iX box; noxdoxl ni oixd« -i'jnivxl di/odB
.lartqBijioJtd b &£ anxvxl od dnanidTaq iBiiedBrn on 8bw aiarid dud ,banxBd
, .•^^B8Ceoafl naod doa averi aeo'woe aaarfd moTcl asdondool x-tdneopaanolJ
JL
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his good men are very, very good; his bad men, completely horrid. Empath-
etically projecting his own personality into those of Columbus, Goldsmith,
Washington, he idealizes them, as an optimistic man is likely to idealize
himself, and conversely crucifies those enemies of his heroes as if for
personal affronts against himself. More objectively developed, actually,
are his thumbnail sketches, those characters of whom one might expect less
thorough treatment. Minor characters in book-length biographies are, on
the whole, more objectively dr^^ than his main characters. So much for
the subjective variants in the author's character development; the constant
factor, his sympathy for mankind, overshadows the variants. In his con-
sideration of the characters of Major Andre and Balboa, indeed of all of
the heroic characters he has chosen, Irving shows his telling sympathy
and thus reveals the actual touchstone of the biographer,
Irving's settings are almost as important in his biographies as in
his tales, Columbus teems with romantic, picturesque Edens of the New
World, Effusive praise for the beauty and serenity of the native valleys
contrasts with his extreme horror at the devastation of these same sites
by the avaricious Spaniards. Time and place in the Life and Voyages of
Christopher Columbus and again in the Companions do not appreciably in-
fluence the character development, App>arently Irving was of the school
that believes heroes develop because their inherent qualities are superior
to those of other men, and that incidents of time and place are not primar-
ily responsible for their heroism. In Gteorge Washington Irving makes of
background an extremely important factor and one graphically portrayed.
Naturally terrain is vital to any battle, to the setting of Braddock's
AS
~ri.^i?qak’i .bxTtofi xj-^oJelqaioo ^a»ra b£d sir! jiboog X'l^y ,xiev o'ib n&/p bocQ ftiri
,riJ’Lra«bXoO ^etfd>mloO 2o oaotid odctl \JiXBao«id'q riwo e±rf snxio«i,o^^ ^CX»olJ&
ey&iLBebl od ei twa old^ii^lJqo cu' zs, ,oerii eesil^ubx srf .noJ^/tirfecW
lo'i IX 3 jB secrierf eiri ‘io jeijTibiia ecoiii eoilXotno ^.feaievnoo boB
,
'tfsumlri
,X^£rM^O£ ^btKsoXsvob 'iS9ylfoeido b-ioM ."ileeMlti dnalBViB e^rurt'l'iB isnos'isq
3B»X ;toe.iX9 ^d 52 in! ^no aor^v lo aisXoBixifio aaortd’ ,8&rioXti*^8 Xlr,ndnuri:} elii arxB
ito fS’jji e&itiq£T:goid nx aT;d^08'r^rio lonxH fi^x/cyiorid
•lol rioua oo
. aisJoAiorfo nl\am elsi nsdJ iv^tb x£^'^£doai,do »x(m ^aXofiw ©rid
dfiBdEnoo ©rid ; dnaiuqclave 1^ iBdOB'iBiio e’^crfjjjfi arid iii ednsxoijv 3vxdoei,oo« arfd
-noo Bid nl ,8draJi^£v ©dd av/ob^riHievo ^bnijixtea ^o‘i ijfldxqia'iB aid ^lodosl
io JjjB lo besbnl ^eooX^a bnB eibnA io{,cM lo snedoBiJodo arid lo iioidB'iebie
YridjBqijnce anlXXed sxd ewode g^nivii ,n9aoriu aed sd 8'ieJoB'iBrin oxcn&ri ©rid
."fedqsisoxc: ©rid lo snodarioi/od IbuJob ©rid eXfievet ei/dd tcui
nl a£ 3^xdqB^5^oxd eirf nx dfiBdiCK^mi 3b daomlB ©salddca a’gnxvni
©rid lo anaxM ©jxf.-.ja'iudoiq jOXdnuwiicn ridiw emesd eudxJtfJcO .rsisd Rxrt
e^eXlsv 9vxd&n ©rid lo xidin©*!©© ona end toI ©eXaiq ©viaqllXi .bX’ioW
89die oxBR eesrid lo ricidjjdEBveb erid dc 'loi'iori ©me^dx© aid ridiw edeBTdnoo
lo bHB ©1X. 1 ©rid ni aoBlq X>nB o«tiT .tbieifxKqS 8iJoX^l^BVB ©rid
•j
-nx x^tiaioanqqs dori ob snoinxqaoC ©rid «i <txj»?»is cfiB. audan-tloD ^©riqodei 4 ri0
Xoofloa ©rid lo eaw gaivil ’^Id^©^BqqA .dnexqoXevob ledo^-iBria ©rid ©ox:syIl
'loitaqi.’u B'lja 8©xdxl~,jp dnoierifiJt Tisrid 9»;jBood qoXovoi- eaoieri eovexXeri darld
-Xkijijiiq Jon OTCB aoBXq bm> ©luid lo Bd(;©bio/u d^rid bnB ,n©m noddo lo ©torid od
lo s©>iBffl ;^nivT[I nod.’Cjniria.sVv ©^^oi»X' al .mexoaeri ixerid ^ol ©XdiaitoqaeT ^X1
.btr\tB*Td*ioq x-i'i^«oxxlqBn3 ©no btxa 'lodoB'l drcBdToqmi xj^oxisrrdx© riB i^/ajonjiriyeci
8»,»ioobi»BxQ lo sniddoe arid od ,8XddBri yns od iBdiv el ni-BTtiod ^XXtf’iiidBri
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defeat, to Bunker Hill, to Trenton. The opportvine use of geographical
advantages and the overcoming of the disadvantages give the reader a chance
to measure the qualities of his military leaders. In Mahomet
.
however, the
reader finds setting of scanty importance, for here is the character of a
man who is influenced more by heaven and thoughts of immortality than by
earth and time. In Goldsmith setting has its greatest influence on the
main character who moves and develops against a background of literary men,
judging his associates and responding to their judgment. In picturing
locales, Irving has the same masterly touch of minute and realistic portray-|
al handled in a romantic manner as in his works of fiction.
In his own century Washington Irving’s books were eagerly awaited
by readers on both continents. Reading him amounted to a fad with the
English. Even his very sentimental "Margaret Davidson" was sobbed over
with pleasure by the forbears of that unique being of our own day, the
American cynic. Historians, critics, poets, all praised his work ex-
cepting only James Fenimore Cooper, who hated him and bestowed upon him the
title, "Mr. Easily Pleased". Today Irving is not often read; his fame must
rest primarily on the fact that he was our first internationally accepted
writer. Yet his biographies, with all their weaknesses and virtues, have
their place in the development of American biography which, year by year,
gains stature in our national life. Their actual worth marks Irving as
America's first important biographer.
L&oldqm^oa^^ to sajj em/^ioqqo ertT .noineiT o»t ,IXiH oJ ^JBSlob
sofjBflo & -xebaei sriJ avis esjiJBJiiGvbeeib 9ii^ lo snxraoo'isvo srfi faiic
©fiJ j'lsvowori , J~ctflorii:M iiX .BisbBsX ’'^iBJjLCxci airl 1o &&i.3i.l£Up srii ©'U>6B©in OvJ
B ILO 'IS^OETBXlO ©dX sX 3'ISfl ~ol. ^SOftECtTOCiroi Xo 8bni* 'I©b£6'I
Xo mriX x^lIjovtiomciX “io sc^rlsuorid bn© ayvesri xcf eiom bsonfet/Ilni: ax odw asm
©rfvi no ©onsuXliix Xssd'BS'ig &£ri gnxJ'J'yc dXx.uabXoD itl .©fOxX bn^ ri<Xis©
Tt£'T9'-^XX 'io bmjoir^losd s Xanie^B aqolevsb bna asvoai odw ^^Xo«7Bf^o nxfiin
Snx*ioXoj:q jiI .Xnsmr.but ixadX oX gnibnoqasi tm zeJ&tooBQs aid gnxsbut
-\;£iXioq olXelifiyi bius sXirnlra lo dowoi %;IiaXeBm ©rax a s.dX 3B/i ^aiynl ^esIfiooX
.nclioll lo 83l*iow aid nl ax 'lannBCi oxXnxiriai b r.l boXbnxri Is
bsJXfiwB 9t9vf aiood e’s^ivnl *noX x'luinao nwo aid nl
©rU tiihi faal b oi bsXnxroiS3J& raid ^^fiibBsfi .aXneniXnoo dXcd no snabesi \d
navo oedcioa axw "noebivBO XeissTsM" XjBXn©niiXn9e \'iev aid nsva .daiX^na
,^£b iTMO iucj 'io ’^fiioo ©i/pxaxf XBdX lo LTsadiol odX \o 9*ixsi»9Xq dJiw
—y.c* XIow aid bosi6*iq XXx ^BXooq ^BoiXiTO ^enfixipXaiH nsoinaraA
/
©riJ raid nocjj b&voiaod bfrB mirt ©9J- ri odw ^isqooO onouiinaH asmeT* jxtlJqeo
Xanra axirl aid ;bBfn naXlo Xon si ;^niv*il \xboT .”d98B9X^ i^iXacIi ^9j.XiX
baXqfOPS •^XXsnQiXxmQJni XaTxl 'r©o esw sri XedX Xoal sriX no ^^Xix&^IU1q Xast
evBd bixe soaeexnixsw lieriX Xla dXiw ,e9iiiqB'iS‘^-^o .neXiiw
\d ^£ex ^rioiriw ''iriqBTjjoid nsoinaraA lo XneraqoXavab sriX ni oo^Xq liadX
3£ ^aivtl 3>lnBra riX'iow X^uXoi liodT .slxX XBnoxXBn 'ino ni ©mXBXa
;inls^
.'ioriq£'i’]oid XnaX'ic<ii!il Xts'tll e’aoiT.e/:!A
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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS. WASHINGTON IRVING AS A BIOGRAPHER7 I M l II ' M l I m ill I —
—
On the library shelves of English-speaking people for over one hundred
years have appeared the tales of Washington Irving, America's popular
story-teller of the nineteenth century. Whether or not his less-knovm
biographies are also deserving of such attention is a question to be
answered only by reading them and evaluating them in the light of their
intrinsic worth, in terms of the requirements of Irving's day and of ours.
Are his book-length biographies truthful works? Do they present clear
portraits objectively done, of both major and minor characters? What
of his briefer sketches, his essays written for monthly publication in
Irving's Analectic Magazine , how do they compare with his longer bio-
graphies? Was Irving, the romantic te^er of popular tales sufficiently
a scholar to be successful in such \mdertakings? What of his source
materials? What of his reputation among scholars? Did Irving adapt
in his biographies his popular ability to paint vivid backgrounds in the
tales told? Is his style of biographical writing such that literature
would be impoverished by its loss? In short, how can the reader of our
day profit from knowing Washington Irving as a biographer?
I have formed my conclusions after a critical reading of all of
Irving's biographical writing. Critics of our day, as well as those
contemporary to Irving, ^ read and compared. Such of their conclusions
''J
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fl5HWg}c;ia A RA imvsa >icrroi{iHaAy» ,aiaaHi’ sht *50 TOAiiTsa^. ma .
l59^bm;rl eno 'ravo iol aXqoeq jini^iesqs-riBxIana lo eevlerie eri^ nO ^
^Txii/qoq 8’coi*i9inA ^goivTcI no^axilrlsfiVi/ lo aaXfJct 9rf«t be^BaqqB
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nxsriJ >0 ilia a 9riJ ni i;i9dJ ^nt^e.lsLe.^^^ bm oxadi gnibBei \d ^Ino boiewBOB ^
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,211/0 lo bjTB A^b 3‘anxvil lo eJnanaiixfpsi sriJ lo BmieJ nx ^dJiow
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b
^ JoBbB 3HXV1I fciU ToifiXorioa snoam noiJ£ji/q9i aid 1o JBriV/. TaXaiiadBrn
^
arid nx sbm/oijijloxd bxvxv dniBO oj iBXi/qoq aid eeiriqBigoid aid
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aix'JBiaJiX JadJ doua gniJiiw XKOxdqBigold Xo sX^Js eiri al ?bXoJ
aelBJ
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2that seemed pertinent I have included in various forms in this thesis.
I made a careful study of the acknowledged authority on Irving, Stanley
T. Williams, The modem biography of Columbus, Admiral of the Ocean Sea ,
by Samuel E, Morison, has been considered in contrast to The Life and
Voyages of Christopher Columbus by Irving. I also read as background
material of American biography Dana K, Merrill’s The Development of
American Biography, and Bdward H, O'Neill’s History of American Bio-
graphy. 1800-1935 .
From this critical study I have concluded that Irving is an apt
biographer, but in terms of today's requirements, not a superlative one,
I feel that readers of his day were justified in their keen appreciation
of his historical biographies, his literary biography, his biographical
sketches, since those works satisfied the popular taste of his day in
supplying a subjectivized account, written in a charming manner and with
a vocabulary of unusual aptitude, of men and women worthy of interest.
Heroes of exploratory history, like Columbus, of religion, like Mahomet,
of military fame, like Washington, suffered from no competition with
the clear-cut figures of today’s literature of even of today's cinema.
To the nineteenth century Irving’s characters must have seemed familiarly
real, coining as they did after Parson Weems, whose occasional falsehoods
about his characters served to point a moral.
Yet morals there were, too, in satisfying measure, in the personal
comments Irving inserted in his charming way throughout his works, his
scorn of treachery, as in the incident of the faithless captain who attemp-
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3ted to claim honor due Columbus and was rewarded by dishonor to himself;
^is distaste at recounting such horrifying facts as the Spanish tortures
of Indians in the same book; his pride in Washington’s thoughtfulness
toward his wife during the smallpox epidemic in Philadelphia; his comments
on the gentlemanly refinement of General Schuyler and his kindly treat-
e
ment of the enemy during the Evolutionary Wcir; his ardent hatred of
slave-trading during Columbus's day, and his admiration of Washington's
fair treatment of his slaves; his keen pleasure in recounting the amusing
evidences of Goldsmith's generosity, as when that sympathetic individual
relayed a much-needed loan to himself for the saQce of an impoverished
landlady and her children.
The readers of his own day read eulogies of Irving's scholarship
by other writers they admired such as Bryant and Prescott, and benefited
from Irving's research in Spain of an age so different from their own.
They may have perused his maps and sketches with an interest greater than
our own, having had the benefit of so little else in their schooling and
reading to clarify thus the Columbian expeditions, the Revolutionary
battles
.
Leisurely readers of an age so much more leisurely than our own
must have thoroughly enjoyed the unjournalistic manner of Irving's ttyle,
his minute, pictorial detail, his easy flow of effective words. Un-
schooled in the iiltra-realism, the frequently shocking frankness of our
own day, Irving's contemporaries may have enjoyed more than we the idealized
version of his heroes, must have appreciated the justification or total
t.
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4ignoring of their foibles and vices. Judging from his exceeding popularity,
Irving's sympathy toward the characters vrtiose lives he relates must have
found a welcome home in the natures of his contemporaries. Unsophisti-
cated men in a world so much larger than ours apparently found escape
in the well-drawn backgrounds against which his men moved, perhaps gained
latitude from their acquaintance with the Spanish court, with the battle-
fields of Arabia, perhaps gained sophistication from the literary setting
of Goldsmith's life and times. Small wonder then, that Washington Irving
was the author of best-sellers in his day and still is familiar to you
and me.
To what extent do we consider Irving an apt biographer? Insofar
j
as Irving deals with truth he pleases the modem reader of biography
who has learned to insist on a truthful account as a prerequisite of bio-
graphical writing. We, as they did, appreciate a philosophical approach
to any writing, feel, rather opportunistically perhaps in this day of
i
individual betterment, that we are thus broadening our own moral stature
j
I
in agreeing with a good man's judgments,
i
i
1
Irving's superb vocabulary is perhaps the more satisfying to today's
|
reader, sated as we are with the child-like simplicity of the Lardners
|
I
and the Saroyans, Sympathetic treatment we appreciate fully, used to
j
a more cynical regard of our fellowmen than were our forbears of the last
century. And are we so sophisticated, so worldly now that the picture
j
of a Moorish battle fails to register with us, or the image of three I
tiny ships moving ever toward the terrifying unknown—^now our familiar
world—fails to thrill us, or the vivid surrovindings of men who struck
a W aicrty snigix'o .e»o2v bj\R «sIdio*i 1o gniionju
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5the flint of history cause us boredom? If we today, then, still honor
Irving's work on these counts, why should we judge him a biographer
merely apt, rather than superlative?
We have referred before to the insistence of the modem reader of
biography on a wholly truthful account. If our hero has weaknesses, why
so have we, and we feel the closer to him because of them, gain strength
to meet our own problems by witnessing the manner of his struggle against
his odds and the outcome of that struggle. Literacy is more wide-spread
now than formerly. Book publications have increased tremendously. Any
biographer today, therefore, seeing his subject only in part, omitting
details that would make of his picture a whole portrait, is often liable
to a storm of protest from scholars as well-versed in the subject as him-
self, Irving, of course, failed to paint a whole picture; and inferences
are not enough for a fact-minded and sophisticated world.
To consider the quality of literary moralizing from the present day
point of view is usually to beg the question. What loosely amounts to
philosophy in one mind may seem in another the accepted tenets of experience.
Most men of our day, however, would accept in Irving's work the author
comment which reveals certain moral concepts, would feel that it is not
too prevalent to be distasteful. Yet the present-day reader seems to
support more willingly the author whose moral concepts emerge from the
action that he delineates rather than one who inserts his own ideas into
material dealing primarily with another man.
In our appraisal of Irving as a biographer not truly great, we today
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6may agree that he lacked real scholarship. His own research for his bio-
graphies does not compare favorably in thoroughness or in the selection
of only pertinent material with masters of research in our own day. The
maps and charts in Irving's historical biographies hold no great lure for
the reader fresh from the profusely illustrated historical editions of
today.
In the contemporary "masterpiece" wit and irony frequently point
up the beauty of apt expression. Although we accord Irving the honor
due him for the perfection of his style, we miss in him the frequent
pungency of today's contrasts in temper.
Fresh from vivid character portrayals on the stage and screen, we
today find rather unknowable the idealized man of whom Irving writes. In
such characters we consider the lack of realism disappointing. We cannot
judge an author of superlative merit who, while he treats his characters
sympathetically, lacks the power first to see them objectively and wholly,
then to clarify their representative traits with the light of compassion.
Perhaps Irving best achieves merit from our standpoint in his effec-
tive use of setting. In fact, the backgrounds of today's most successful
books seem not unlike those of Irving, Picturesque detail, realistically
treated, provides a fluent frame for those lives he painted.
Conclusively, we feel that Irving deserves a place in our lives and
our libraries, less because of the excellence of his biographical ability
than for his undeniable place in the development of American biography.
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